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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit wurden mittels hochauflösender Rasterkraft- und Rastertun-
nelmikroskopie verschiedene Eigenschaften des Modellsystems MgO/Ag(001)
untersucht. Der Vorteil des verwendeten Setups ist die Integration der bei-
den Mikroskoptypen in einen Sensor. Magnesiumoxid auf Silber (001) ist
ein weit verbreitetes Modellsystem aufgrund seiner einfachen Struktur und
des guten epitaktischen Wachstums. Modellsysteme haben im Bereich der
heterogenen Katalyse eine große Bedeutung, da sie es erlauben, Strukturen
sowohl geometrischer als auch elektronischer Art sowie chemische Reaktionen
unter wohldefinierten Bedingungen stattfinden zu lassen und zu untersuchen.
Somit lässt sich der Parameterraum für katalytische Reaktionen reduzieren,
denn häufig ist er unter industriellen Bedingungen zu groß, um ein detail-
liertes Verständnis zu erlangen.

Vor diesem Hintergrund wurde der Einfluss der MgO-Dünnfilmlagen auf
die Austrittsarbeit des Ag(001) untersucht. Die Austrittsarbeit ist ein wichtiger
Parameter, um Elektronenladungen zwischen dem Silber und möglichen Ad-
sorbaten auf dem MgO-Film auszutauschen. Der Ladungstransfer kann das
chemische Verhalten eines Adsorbates signifikant beeinflussen.

Insbesondere wurden Sauerstofffehlstellen in der MgO-Oberfläche unter-
sucht. Diese Sauerstofffehlstellen können eine unterschiedliche Anzahl von
Elektronen fangen und somit verschiedene Ladungszustände einnehmen. Die
Identifikation der Ladungszustände der Defekte gelang erstmalig mit einem
Rasterkraftmikroskop. Da das Rasterkraftmikroskop sensitiv auf interatomare
Kräfte reagiert, wurde auch die Wechselwirkung eines Metallclusters
(Messspitze) mit den Sauerstofffehlstellen untersucht. An der Defektposi-
tion wird eine hohe attraktive Wechselwirkung registriert. Daraus lässt sich
schließen, dass Defektstellen bevorzugte Adsorptionstellen für Metalladsor-
bate sind und daher präferierte Positionen für chemische Reaktionen bilden.

Den Messungen liegt eine detaillierte Betrachtung der elektrostatischen
Spitze-Probe-Wechselwirkung zugrunde, die daher in dieser Arbeit ausführlich
in ihrem Parameterraum untersucht wurde.
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Summary

In this work, different properties of the MgO/Ag(001) model system have
been investigated by high resolution dynamic force and scanning tunneling
microscopy. The advantage of the setup employed is the implementation
of both microscopy types in one sensor. Magnesium oxide on silver (001)
is a widely used model system due to its simple structure and well defined
epitaxial growth. Model systems play an important role in heterogeneous
catalysis, since they allow investigations of structural and electronic factors,
as well as the chemical reactivity under well defined conditions. Therefore,
the parameter space for catalytic reactions, which is usually too large in
industrial applications, can be reduced and thus knowledge can be gained.

On this basis, the influence of MgO thin films on the Ag(001) work func-
tion has been investigated. The work function is an important parameter for
electron exchange between the silver support and adsorbates on top of the
MgO thin films. The charge transfer can have a significant impact on the
chemical reactivity of the adsorbate.

Furthermore, oxygen vacancies on the MgO surface have been investi-
gated. Oxygen vacancies can trap up to two electrons, and can therefore
have different charge states. The identification of the charge states has been
performed by dynamic force microscopy for the first time. Since the dynamic
force microscope is sensitive to interatomic forces, the interaction of a metal
cluster (tip) with oxygen vacancies has been investigated. At the defects’
positions, a high attractive interaction was found. The defects are therefore
preferred adsorption sites for metal adsorbates and are thus sites for chemical
reactions.

The measurements are based on a detailed investigation of the electro-
static tip-sample interaction, which has been analyzed extensively in its pa-
rameter space.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

These days heterogeneous catalysis plays an important role since more than
90 % of all goods undergo a catalytic process during their production. Fur-
thermore the green energy sector as well as the conventional industry rely
on heterogenous catalysis, e.g. for hydrogen extraction or exhaustgas clean-
ing. Although the importance of heterogeneous catalysis is well known, a
detailed understanding of the reaction steps and pathways is often lacking.
In most cases this is a tribute to the high complexity of the chemical reac-
tions since the parameter space determining the turnover is too large and
too involved. Thus empirical values are often used in chemical industry. To
reduce the complexity model systems have been designed. Model systems are
often highly dispersed metal species on an inert substrate. The inert sub-
strate is commonly grown on top of a metal support and is usually only a few
monolayers thick (see figure 1.1). Widely used substrates are silica, alumina,
titania and magnesium oxide. Such thin film designs provide the opportu-
nity to use surface sensitive techniques since charging effects are prevented
by the metal support. Moreover, thin film systems can exhibit properties in
their own right [1] mediated by the metal support. Chemical reactions may
therefore differ from reactions on bulk oxides. However, surface properties
such as the optical, electronic and transport properties as well as the chemi-
cal activity crucially depend on surface defects [2]. This is in particular true
for MgO. The pristine MgO surface is quite inert, but a defect rich MgO
surface shows a complex surface chemistry. On MgO oxygen vacancies, so-
called color centers, are frequently discussed since they can trap up to two
electrons. Most chemical reactions depend on electron-electron interaction or
electron exchange, thus color centers are in focus of todays research. There-
fore, to understand many surface properties and chemical reactions on the
surface means to detect and analyze in detail for example the local positions
of the defects on the surface, their electronic signatures, local potentials and
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a model catalyst. A thin oxide film with a dispersed
metal cluster on top grown onto a metal support.

interaction behavior with adsorbates.
The influence of the color centers on catalytic reactions has not been

proven unambiguously since the defects might be deactivated in the presence
of oxygen, i.e. the vacancy is filled by an oxygen atom and therefore not
accessible for another reaction cycle. At high temperatures the vacancy might
be regenerated. Thus, whether color centers are catalytically relevant or
not will be shown in future. To analyze single point defects integrating
techniques are insufficient and surface sensitive techniques with a high local
resolution are a prerequisite. Dynamic force microscopy (DFM) also known
as atomic force microscopy as well as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
provide high local resolution in real space. Within this study a special setup,
a combined DFM/STM, employing the same tip on the same surface area
has been used to gain complementary information. To ensure high thermal
stability and well defined operation conditions the measurements have been
performed in ultrahigh vacuum at 5 K.

In addition, it was unclear whether DFM is able to detect the charge state
of single point defects. This possibility would make the analysis of point de-
fects on bulk oxide insulators possible since the DFM in contrast to the STM
is not limited to conducting samples or thin oxide films supported on metal
surfaces. In the second chapter an overview about the experimental setup
and the theoretical background of DFM and STM are presented. In chapter
3 the MgO system is discussed in detail and a comparison between bulk MgO
and thin MgO films supported on Ag(001) is made. In chapter 4 the work
function shift of Ag(001) induced by MgO and its impact on adsorbates is
discussed. Furthermore this chapter is a basis for the high resolution mea-
surements presented in chapter 5, where individual color centers are analyzed
by DFM and STM. In chapter 6 the interaction of metal clusters with color
centers is discussed.



Chapter 2

Methods and Experimental
Setup

2.1 Overview

The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) by Gerd Binnig
and Heinrich Rohrer in 1982 [3] opened the way into new eras in many dif-
ferent research fields. The scientific impact of STM was widely recognized,
and only four years after the invention, Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer
were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics 1986 [4]. The fundamental physi-
cal effect utilized by the STM is the quantum mechanical tunneling effect.
The STM offers real space resolution based on the local density of states
(LDOS) [5] and thus also for the LDOS related topography. The STM can
be operated in a number of spectroscopy modes revealing insights into differ-
ent sample properties. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) gives detailed
insights into the local density of states [5–7]. Moreover, fascinating quantum
mechanical effects [7–10] such as quantum corrals [11, 12] have been ob-
served and studied. Photon emission spectroscopy performed with a photon
STM provides information about plasmon resonances of e.g. metal clusters
[13, 14], inelastic tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) reveals vibrational modes
of single adsorbed molecules [15–18]. Furthermore, molecular switches have
been designed that can be switched by the STM in a reproducible manner
[19]. With a magnetic STM tip, spin polarized tunneling can be performed
and magnetic sample properties investigated [20–22].

Accompanied by the question of forces acting between the STM tip and
the sample again Gerd Binnig together with Calvin F. Quate and Christoph
Gerber developed the atomic force microscope (AFM) [23] in 1986. The de-
flection of the cantilever due to the tip-sample interaction forces had been de-
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2.2. Setup: Dual Mode DFM/STM 4

tected by a scanning tunneling microscope. With the AFM the breakthrough
for interatomic force measurements on many different materials, such as in-
sulators, semi-conductors and conductors, has been achieved since AFM is
not limited to conducting surfaces. In the following years the AFM gained
high attention and the technique made a strong development. In the first
AFMs the static bending of the cantilever was used as a feedback signal.
These days the cantilever is usually oscillating and the amplitude is used as
a feedback signal (AM-mode) or the shift of the resonance frequency (FM-
mode) [24]. The latter mode is sometimes called non-contact atomic force
microscopy (NC-AFM) mode. Here it is referred to as dynamic mode and
thus DFM (dynamic force microscope) will be used as an acronym instead
of AFM. Both the amplitude and the frequency shift are usually detected by
a laser beam reflected at the back side of a coated cantilever hitting a four
quadrant photo diode.

The DFM today has a strong place in many different research fields
ranging from biology to chemistry and physics. Living cells have been in-
vestigated in liquid environments [25–28], membrane structures have been
mapped [29, 30] and their ion conductivity has been measured. The strong
progress in the development of DFM setups manifests itself in many scientific
results and the will to push them further. In 1995 Franz Giessibl [31] was the
first to obtain atomic resolution with a DFM. The measurements were ac-
complished on the 7×7 reconstructed Si(111) surface. In the following years
atomic resolution has been observed on metal [32, 33] and insulator [34–36]
surfaces.

In 2005 Sugimoto et al. [37] manipulated single atoms at room temper-
ature. In 1998 Franz Giessibl used an oscillating piezo electric tuning fork
as a force sensor with one prong glued to a holder [38], this setup is of-
ten called qplus sensor. To the oscillating prong he attached a metal tip.
The advantage of this setup is its operation without a laser and its detection
equipment, since the oscillation of the tip results in a voltage due to the piezo
electric properties of the tuning fork. This voltage can be directly amplified
and processed. In the following sections the setup used in this paper will
be presented followed by an introduction into dynamic force and scanning
tunneling microscopy.

2.2 Setup: Dual Mode DFM/STM

The setup employed is optimized for surface investigation on the atomic
scale with spatial resolution of a few picometers. Picometer resolution can
be achieved with both non-contact atomic force microscopy, also known as
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frequency modulation dynamic force microscopy (FM-DFM), and scanning
tunneling microscopy. For stability reasons of tip and sample, reduced piezo
creep and hysteresis, reduction of thermal drift as well as low noise levels
the setup operates in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and at 5 K. Due to the high
stability, atomic resolution on conductors [33] as well as insulators [35] can
be achieved.

vibrational

insulation

5
0

 c
m

liquid helium

ultrahigh vacuum

chamber

pendulum

microscope

support shield

dewar

exchange gas

canister

radiation shields

low temperature

ac amplifier

Figure 2.1: Cryostat for low temperature (5 K) investigations. The mi-
croscope is situated at the end of a so-called pendulum. The pendulum is
inside an exchange gas canister filled with helium gas at a pressure of about
10 mbar. The helium gas causes the thermal coupling between the liquid
helium inside the dewar and the microscope. At the same time it decouples
vibrations from the evaporating liquid helium.

Beside investigations on the surface structure, site specific spectroscopy
measurements can be performed [35]. The UHV chamber is situated inside a
sound insulating cabin on a wooden frame which is based on an active vibra-
tional damping system. The background pressure inside the UHV chamber
is below 4 × 10−10 mbar. Both main- and preparation chamber are pumped
separately by a turbo molecular and an ion getter pump. The preparation
of thin MgO films is done in the preparation chamber (see section 3.5). The
microscope stage is cooled down via a bath cryostat which is filled with liquid
helium (see figure 2.1). Within the cryostat a so-called exchange gas canister
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is situated. The exchange gas canister is filled with helium to a pressure of
about 10 mbar. The helium gas establishes the thermal coupling between the
microscope stage inside the UHV chamber and the liquid helium inside the
bath cryostat. In addition, the vibrations caused by the evaporating helium
inside the bath cryostat are decoupled from the microscope.

walker unit

shear
stack

piezos

x,y-piezo

z-excitation piezo

sensor carrier
z-piezo

tuning fork assembly

sample

sample holder

sample support

support stage

walker support

5 cm

Figure 2.2: The walker unit is a tripod situated on shear stack piezos for the
rough approach. The x, y and z piezos are used during the scan process.
The tuning fork is located opposite the sample (only half of the sample is
drawn to keep the view free to the sensor carrier). Further explanations are
given in the text.

The microscope stage is shown in figure 2.2. The dual mode DFM/STM
sensor (figure 2.3) is situated on a tripod stage (walker) opposite the sample.
The walker is responsible for the rough approach. The rough approach is
facilitated by the shear stack piezos. If the tip-sample distance is in the range
of interatomic forces or in tunneling regime the approach is switched off and
the scan is performed by the x, y and z piezos. The additional excitation
piezo excites the tuning fork at its resonance frequency. The tuning fork
sensor is presented in figure 2.3. Tuning forks are made of quartz (SiO2) and
are therefore piezo electric devices. Tuning forks are commercially used in
watches as time keeping elements. Commercial tuning forks have a resonance
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T1

T2

P1

P2

tip

piezo actuator

carrier

tuning fork

µm wire

prong glued onto carrier

1 cm

Figure 2.3: The tuning fork is glued onto the carrier made of marcor. Con-
tacts P1 and P2 are for the contact of the excitation piezo. The signal from
the tuning fork is detected via contact T1 and T2. The µm wire attached to
the tip conducts the tunneling current.

frequency of 32768 Hz (=215 Hz). In the setup employed one prong of the
tuning fork is glued onto a carrier. To the other prong a Pt0.9Ir0.1 cut wire,
250 µm in diameter, is attached with insulating glue. In this manner the
electrodes of the tuning fork are insulated from the tip, which is a very
important point as discussed later in this section. Due to the fixed prong and
the additional mass of the tip at the other prong, the resonance frequency
drops to about 22 kHz. Since the tuning fork is excited at its resonance
frequency by the excitation piezo, a signal of the resonance frequency can be
detected at its electrodes due to the piezo electric effect. The amplitude of
the signal is proportional to the oscillation amplitude of the tuning fork. The
signal is so small that an amplifier has to be placed nearby to reduce noise.
The frequency signal of the tuning fork is used as a feedback signal for DFM.
The tip is electrically connected to a Pt0.9Rh0.1 wire, 50 µm in diameter
(compare figure 2.3). Using this electrical contact a tunneling current can be
measured and serves as a feedback signal when operating in the STM mode.
However, while operating in one of the modes, DFM or STM, the other
channel can always be co-recorded. Much care has been taken to ensure
that the two channels, DFM and STM, are electrically separated from each
other, preventing cross talk to occur. This setup allows DFM and STM
investigations with the same tip on the same surface area at 5 K in ultrahigh
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vacuum, making it a powerful tool for high resolution real space analysis at
the atomic level and merging the strength of both techniques.

2.3 Dynamic Force Microscopy

In this section an introduction into dynamic force microscopy, focusing on
high resolution measurements, is given.

2.3.1 Frequency Modulation Dynamic Force Microscopy

In the dynamic operation mode the force sensor (here tuning fork) is oscil-
lating. The oscillation prevents the so-called jump-to-contact when the force
gradient −dFts/dz becomes larger than the spring constant cz, where Fts rep-
resents the tip-sample force. When the tip is in contact with the sample no
high resolution imaging is possible since multi apex tip-sample contacts are
formed. The oscillation adds an additional restoring force to the force sensor
preventing a jump-to-contact. In ultrahigh vacuum a tuning fork setup has
a high quality factor Q making the amplitude of the oscillating sensor an
inadequate feedback signal since the response time to a disturbance in am-
plitude is far too long for proper data acquisition times. The time constant
for the amplitude to be in a steady state is given by τ ≈ Q/(πf0), with f0

as the resonance frequency [24]. Typical Q values can be larger than 50000.
Therefore the data acquisition bandwidth is larger than 1 s in many cases -
which is far too long. Albrecht et al. [24] presented the frequency modulation
mode where the shift in resonance frequency is detected caused by changes in
force gradient dFts/dz. The response time for the frequency shift is given by
τF M ≈ 1/f0 [39] and is therefore ideal for reasonable data acquisition times.
Furthermore the sensitivity to the force gradient makes the frequency modu-
lation mode the perfect operation mode when high resolution investigations
are demanded. A schematic showing the implementation of the FM mode
is shown in figure 2.4. The signal from the tuning fork is fed back into an
automatic gain control (AGC) and afterwards into a phase shifter. The gain
factor is adjusted such that the oscillation amplitude is constant. The phase
of the excitation signal connected to the excitation piezo is phase shifted by
90◦ with respect to the incoming signal. This ensures that the tuning fork is
oscillating at its resonance frequency. Since the resonance frequency is deter-
mined by the tuning fork itself and the tip-sample interaction, this system is
often called self driven oscillator. The green channel in figure 2.4 conducts
the tunneling current and will be discussed in section 2.4. The signal from
the tuning fork is compared with a resonance frequency shift set-point. The
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z
IT

Df or IT

frequency
demodulator

set-point

phase
shifter Aset-pointAGC

z piezo y piezo
x piezo

excitation piezo

tip
tuning fork

Dz
VTS

A, f0

voltage to keep set-point constant

-

+

US

Figure 2.4: Schematic setup of a dual mode FM-DFM/STM. The signal from
the tuning fork is amplified (AGC: automatic gain control) and phase shifted
before it drives the excitation piezo. In this setup either the frequency shift
(detected from the red circuit) or the tunneling current (green circuit) can
be used as a feedback signal to control the z displacement between tip and
sample. However while only one signal can be used as feedback both signals
can be simultaneously recorded.

resonance frequency of the free oscillating tuning fork without tip-sample
interaction is f0. If tip-sample forces occur the resonance frequency changes
to f ′

0 and the resonance frequency shift is then given by ∆f = f ′
0 − f0. A

voltage applied to the z piezo is adjusted such that the shift of the resonance
frequency ∆f chosen by the experimenter is kept constant while the tip scans
across the surface according to the x and y piezos. Thus recorded FM-DFM
images are constant ∆f images. The resonance frequency shift is often called
frequency shift for brevity.

2.3.2 Potentials and Forces in DFM

These days it is well established that there are four distinct fundamental
forces. The strong and weak interactions act between neutrons, electrons,
protons and other elementary particles. These forces are very short range
in character, less than 10−5 nm, and are investigated in the research fields
of nuclear and high energy physics [40]. Electromagnetic and gravitational
forces complete the four distinct forces in nature. These forces act over a
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much longer range. On the scale of molecules Richard P. Feynman derived
that all intermolecular interactions are essentially electrostatic in origin [40,
41]. This knowledge is based on the development of the quantum theory
in the 1920s. With the quantum theory it became possible to derive an
expression for the interaction potential and thus also for the interaction force.
In the research field of atomic force microscopy it is useful to classify the
interaction in seemingly different categories.

Forces detectable in dynamic force microscopy in ultra high vacuum at
low temperature have been classified in three main categories [40]. The first
category covers forces between charges and are therefore electrostatic in ori-
gin arising from Coulomb forces. These forces arise from the interaction
between charges, permanent dipoles and higher order moments. Polariza-
tion forces belong to the second category. These forces are determined by
dipole moments induced in atoms or molecules by electric fields of permanent
dipoles and charges nearby. The third category covers bonding forces which
are therefore quantum mechanical in nature. These forces lead to charge
transfer processes as involved in covalent bonding. Furthermore, the repul-
sive exchange forces due to the Pauli exclusion principle that balance the
attractive forces at short distances fall into this category.

The classification into these three groups is not rigid nor exhaustive,
as for example, the van-der-Waals force which falls into category two is a
general consequence of the zero-point energy in quantum mechanics [42, 43].
Furthermore magnetic forces, friction forces, capillary forces etc. can in
principle occur in atomic force microscopy, but are not relevant in this paper,
since a magnetic tip is necessary to detect magnetic forces or a tip has to be
in contact with the surface to measure friction forces. In the following the
forces relevant for this paper will be discussed.

Electrostatic/Coulomb interaction

Coulomb forces are a result of charges and can be stronger than most chemical
binding forces [40]. The free energy of the Coulomb potential VCP between
two charges Q1 and Q2 is given by

VCP (z) =
Q1Q2

4πǫ0ζz
, (2.1)

where ζ is the relative permittivity or dielectric constant of the medium and
z the distance between the charges. The Coulomb force FCF is given by

FCF = −dVCP

dz
=

Q1Q2

4πǫ0ζz2
. (2.2)
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The electric field ǫ of a point charge Q at a distance z is thus

ǫ =
Q

4πǫ0ζz2
. (2.3)

The detection of the electrostatic force with a dynamic force microscope is
often called Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) ascribed to Lord Kelvin
who measured contact potential differences [44]. The contact potential dif-
ference (CPD) results from the alignment of Fermi levels from tip and sample
having different work functions. The tip-sample geometry can be considered
as a plate capacitor resulting in the following equation for the total energy
Etot [45, 46]

Etot = Eel − EV S

=
n2q2

2CΣ

+
C1C2U

2

2CΣ

−
[

nq
C1

CΣ

U +
C1C2U

2

CΣ

+
C0

2
U2

]

=
n2q2

2CΣ

− nq
C1

CΣ

U − C1C2U
2

2CΣ

− C0

2
U2 , (2.4)

where Eel is the electrostatic charging and EV S is the work done by the
voltage source. Furthermore, CΣ(z) = C1(z) + C2, C1(z) is the capacity
between the tip and a defect on the surface, C2 is the capacity between the
defect and the substrate and C0 is the capacity between the tuning fork back
electrodes and the surface. A schematic showing the tip-sample geometry
and the resulting capacities is given in figure 2.5. U = US − ∆Φloc

|q|
, US is

the voltage applied to the sample, q is the defect charge, ∆Φloc is the local
work function shift resulting from local contact potential differences while n
represents the number of charges q. The derivative of equation 2.4 results in
the electrostatic force given by

Fel =
1
2

∂CS

∂z

(
nq

C2

+ U
)2

+
1
2

∂C0

∂z
U2 , (2.5)

where CS is given by a capacitor series CS = C1 · C2/(C1 + C2). The last
term in equation 2.5 can be neglected when high resolution is considered,
since the electrostatic force between the substrate and the tuning fork’s back
electrodes integrates a large surface area [45]. The MgO film behaves like a
dielectric medium. If no charges from defects or adsorbates are present on
the surface equation 2.5 reduces to

Fel =
1
2

∂CS

∂z

(

US − ∆Φloc

|q|

)2

. (2.6)
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e-

C (z)1

C2

C (z)0

Ag(001)

Figure 2.5: Tip-sample geometry showing the capacities. The term C1(z)
is the capacity between tip and defect (red) which depends on the tip dis-
placement, C2 is the capacity between defect and metal support and C0(z) is
the capacity between the tuning fork’s back electrode and the metal support.
The MgO film behaves like a dielectric medium.

Tip and sample are not directly in contact but are electrically connected
via the electronics as shown in figure 2.4. The electrical contact leads to
the alignment of Fermi levels from tip and sample. In figure 2.6(a) tip and
sample are not electrically connected thus the vacuum levels are equal and
the Fermi levels do not align. In figure 2.6(b) tip and sample are electrically
connected and electrons from the material with the lower work function (here
tip) flow to the material with the higher work function, thus the Fermi levels
align and an electrical field is built up [47]. The contact potential difference is
then given by the difference in work functions ∆Φ. The advantage of KPFM
compared with e.g. UPS is the high local resolution down to single point
defects or single adsorbates instead of integrating over a square millimeter
range, however, no absolute work functions can be directly measured, only
work function differences.

Experimental data showing the tip-sample interaction in parameter space
i.e. with respect to z displacement and bias voltage US are presented in
figure 2.7. The experimental data can be recorded either at a constant z
displacement measuring the frequency shift ∆f with respect to bias voltage
or at a constant bias voltage US detecting the frequency shift ∆f as a function
of z displacement. During the measurements a stable tip configuration has
to be ensured. The electrostatic interaction in the parameter space of bias
voltage US and displacement z has been simulated in the following manner.
A Lennard-Jones potential ELJ has been used to describe the attractive and
repulsive interactions with respect to z. The Lennard-Jones potential has
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substrate tip

E Vac

E EF

F1

F2

substrate tip

-
--

+
++e

DF F F= -2 1

U =VS CPD

substrate tip

F1

F2

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.6: (a) The Fermi levels of tip and sample when they are not electri-
cally connected. (b) Tip and sample are electrically connected and the Fermi
levels align resulting in an electrostatic field ǫ due to the contact potential
difference. (c) If the sample bias voltage US equals the contact potential
difference VCP D the electrostatic field is canceled.

been superimposed by an electrostatic potential Eel, which is a function of
z since the capacity between tip and sample Cts depends on z. In addition
Eel is a function of the applied bias voltage US. The derivative of these
superimposed potentials leads to the following tip-sample interaction force

Ftotal = FLJ + Fel

=
12ǫ

z0

{(
z0

z

)13

−
(

z0

z

)7
}

+
1
2

∂Cts(z)
∂z

(

US − ∆Φ
|q|

)2

(2.7)

with ǫ as the equilibrium’s energy, z0 the equilibrium’s distance, ∆Φ the con-
tact potential and q the electron charge. The tunneling current has been as-
sumed to be exponentially dependent on z and bias voltage US. Furthermore
the occupied and unoccupied states have been assumed to be symmetrically
distributed across the Fermi level.

The experimental data are presented in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: (a-d) Experimental data showing the electrostatic tip-sample
interaction. (e, f) Simultaneously recorded tunneling current. (g-j) Simulated
electrostatic tip-sample interaction based on equation 2.7. (k, l) Simulated
tunneling current. Details are discussed in the corresponding text.
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Figures 2.7(a-d) show the dependency of the electrostatic force i.e. reso-
nance frequency shift ∆f with respect to z displacement and bias voltage US.
In figure 2.7(a) the attractive regime with positive slope is shown. The sur-
face is a part of a saddle which will be recognized from the simulated data.
Cuts at constant bias voltages are shown in figure 2.7(b). The graphs at
different bias voltages US show with increasing absolute voltages a stronger
tip-sample interaction since Fel increases according to equation 2.7. The
qualitative behavior resembles a Lennard-Jones equivalent response. Figure
2.7(c) displays the resonance frequency shift ∆f in 2D parameter space, while
figure 2.7(d) shows cuts through the saddle at constant z positions.

If the z position is constant and the voltage swept, only the electrostatic
force varies while the contribution from the Lennard-Jones interaction is
constant (compare equation 2.7). The interaction shows a parabolic behavior,
since the force depends on the square of the applied bias voltage and is
therefore always attractive. The desired information about local electronic
properties is now included in the shift of the parabola along the abscissa.
The shift results from the local potential ∆Φ also known as contact potential
difference or local work function (compare equation 2.7). However, the local
potential can be significantly affected by adsorbates [48] or local charges as
for example present in charged adsorbates [49] or defect sites [50].

The shift of the parabolas along the ordinate in figure 2.7(d) is related
to the Lennard-Jones interaction between tip and sample at different tip-
sample separations and carries therefore information about the strength of
the Lennard-Jones potential at a given z distance. Figures 2.7(e,f) show the
simultaneously recorded tunneling current. For the given z distance in figure
2.7(f) the tunneling current increases significantly at about ±2 V. Here it is
important to ensure that the tunneling current is not reaching the overload
of the preamplifier. The overload of the preamplifier will suddenly change
dramatically the electrostatic tip-sample interaction, since neither tip nor
sample are on virtual ground any longer then. However, the experimental
mapping of the full force saddle is often difficult, since tip changes occur
very likely when the tip enters the repulsive regime. Therefore, the Lennard-
Jones interaction superimposed by an electrostatic force has been simulated
by equation 2.7 based on a simple pair potential analysis in analogy to Refs.
[51, 52]. The results are shown in figure 2.7(g-l). Figure 2.7(g) shows the
three dimensional saddle resulting from the superposition of the derivative
of a Lennard-Jones potential and an electrostatic potential. In figure 2.7(h)
cuts through the saddle for constant bias voltages US are shown. The cuts
resemble the behavior of the experimental data. Figure 2.7(i) shows a two
dimensional plot of (g). The graphs in figure 2.7(j) show cuts through figure
2.7(g) at constant z displacements, showing the typical parabolic behavior
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while (k) and (l) represent the tunneling current in analogy to figure 2.7(e,f).
Overall the simulated data agree qualitatively well with the experimental
results. The data presented in figure 2.7 are attributed to fixed x, y positions
on the surface.

To determine differences in saddles of different x, y positions on the sur-
face it is necessary to measure shifts with respect to bias voltage at a con-
stant z position. The shift with respect to the zero bias voltage is given
by ∆Φ1 = Φsite A − Φtip, where Φsite A and Φtip are the work functions of
surface site A and tip respectively and for a second measurement on site B
∆Φ2 = Φsite B − Φtip. By taking the difference ∆Φ1 − ∆Φ2 the work function
of the tip cancels and ∆Φ = Φsite A − Φsite B. However, stable tips are a
prerequisite for such measurements as will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5.

The electrostatic force also affects the resolution during lateral scans at
a constant tip-sample interaction and therefore at a constant resonance fre-
quency shift. The black contour lines in Figs. 2.7(g and i) are examples of
possible ∆f set-points. Following such a contour means constant tip-sample
interaction and therefore a constant resonance frequency shift. However, the
resolution for local imaging is not constant along such a contour. For a given
resonance frequency shift the tip-sample distance is always the smallest if US

equals ∆Φ i.e. at compensated contact potential and thus Fel equal to zero.
Under these conditions, since the tip-sample distance is the closest, high res-
olution is most likely assuming the set-point is set deep enough within the
potential on the scale of chemical bonds and assuming a sharp tip apex.

The origin of work function shifts and its impact on surface chemistry on
MgO will be discussed in chapter 4.

Van-der-Waals interaction

Van-der-Waals forces, commonly referred to as London forces, originate from
induced fluctuating dipoles in atoms or molecules [43, 53]. For two hydrogen
atoms the van-der-Waals interaction potential can be derived by solving the
Schrödinger equation assuming a dipole-dipole interaction [42]. The van-der-
Waals interaction potential can than be outlined as

VvdW (z) = − C

z6
= −6.47

e2z5
B

z6
. (2.8)

Here zB is the Bohr radius. Due to the minus six power dependence, which
has been found to be universal [42], the van-der-Waals force is long range
in character compared with covalent bond interaction. Therefore when con-
sidering a tip-sample geometry an integration of tip and sample has to be
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performed [42]

VvdW = −πCρ1ρ2

6

∞∫

z=0

2πRch

(h + z)3 dh (2.9)

where h is the tip length, Rc is the radius of tip curvature, ρ1,2 are the
densities of tip and sample respectively. By defining the Hammaker constant
as

A ≡ π2Cρ1ρ2 (2.10)

the van-der-Waals interaction energy results in

VvdW (z) = −ARc

6z
. (2.11)

Hence the van-der-Waals force for a tip with curvature Rc above a surface
results in

FvdW (z) = −ARc

6z2
. (2.12)

Typical values of the Hammaker constant of metal surfaces are A ≈ 2 − 3 eV
[40, 42].

Covalent Binding and Pauli Repulsion Forces

Covalent binding forces are a result of overlapping electron orbitals. In con-
trast to, e.g., electrostatic forces they are directional. Compared with the
van-der-Waals and electrostatic forces, covalent binding forces are short range
in nature. Typical ranges are interatomic binding distances of 1 to 2 Å. These
forces are supposed to be responsible for the atomic contrast in atomically
resolved images since their variation is on a very small scale while other forces
will be integrated over a larger area defined by the tip-sample geometry. At
distances smaller than the binding distance the repulsive forces start to in-
crease dramatically with decreasing separation. This repulsion arises from
the Pauli exclusion principle. Since electrons are Fermions, they have to dif-
fer in their quantum numbers. If this is not possible, they will be lifted in
energy resulting in a repulsive force. Due to their short range nature atomic
resolution in the repulsive regime is possible but tip changes, i.e. plastic
deformation of the tip apex is very likely.

Potentials

An empirical potential describing the tip-sample interaction is the Lennard-
Jones potential. The Lennard-Jones potential is a good approximation of
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inert gas atoms interaction. The attractive part of the Lennard-Jones poten-
tial is given by the van-der-Waals term and the repulsive interaction is given
by a 12th power function

V (z) = V0

[(
zm

z

)12

− 2
(

zm

z

)6
]

, (2.13)

where zm is the z position of the minimum and V0 the potential depth. A
Morse potential is often used for covalent interactions and is given by

V (z) = V0

(

1 − e−a(z−zm)
)2

, (2.14)

with V0 and zm as defined above. Furthermore, Rydberg potentials are often
used [54, 55]

V (z) = V0

(

1 +
z − zm

l

)

e−(z−zm)/l , (2.15)

where l is a decay constant. The different potentials are presented in figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of a Lennard-Jones (red), Morse (blue) and Rydberg
potential (green). The Lennard-Jones potential has the strongest slope in the
repulsive regime.

By comparing the potentials it becomes obvious that they are quite sim-
ilar, however, since the van-der-Waals potential describes the interaction of
inert atoms, the slope in the repulsive regime is the largest.
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2.3.3 Theoretical Approach to FM-DFM

In the following a theoretical approach to determine the frequency shift of
a tuning fork due to tip-sample interaction forces will be presented. In fre-
quency modulation dynamic force microscopy the oscillating tuning fork can
be described by a driven and damped harmonic oscillator. The equation of
motion of this system is given by [56]

m∗z̈(t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Newton

+
2πf0m

∗

Q
ż(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Stokes′ friction

+ czz(t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hook′s law

+ gczz(t − t0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

excitation

= Fts[z(t), ż(t)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

tip−sample−force

, (2.16)

where z(t) represents the position of the tip at time t and m∗, f0 , cz and
Q stand for the effective mass, the resonance frequency, the spring constant
and the dimensionless quality factor, respectively. The quality factor is given
by γ = 2πf0m/Q with γ as a damping coefficient. Furthermore, g represents
the gain factor for the excitation of the oscillating tuning fork keeping the
oscillation amplitude constant. The term z(t − t0) describes the time shifted
i.e. phase shifted excitation to ensure the system is oscillating at its resonance
frequency. The resonance frequency of the tuning fork itself is given by
f0 = 1

2π

√

cz/m. The first term in equation 2.16 is given due to inertia, the
second represents Stokes’ friction of the tuning fork with the surrounding
area. The third term shows the restoring force of the tuning fork by Hook’s
law. The fourth term represents the excitation of the tuning fork. Term
number five stands for the tip-sample interaction depending on distance z
and the tuning fork’s velocity ż. To solve the differential equation 2.16 the
following ansatz can be used

z(t) = A cos(2πft) , (2.17)

where f is the present oscillation frequency. To successfully solve the equation
of motion the following three assumptions have to be fulfilled

1. The force acting between tip and sample Fts is a function of displace-
ment z(t) and velocity ż(t).

2. The oscillation of the tuning fork and thus the tip is sinusoidal and the
nonlinear forces between tip and sample are always smaller than the
restoring force i.e. Fts ≪ czA preventing a jump-to-contact.

3. The oscillation amplitude A is constant which is ensured by adjusting
the gain factor g.
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While the ansatz is inserted into the left hand side of the equation of motion
the right hand side is evoluted either into a Taylor series or a Fourier series.
However, the evolution into a Fourier series turns out to be more straight
forward due to the sinusoidal oscillation of the tuning fork. Thus the tip-
sample force can be written as

1
m∗

Fts[z(t), ż(t)] =
f

m∗

1/f∫

0

Fts[z(t), ż(t)]dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1.Term

+

+ 2
f

m∗

1/f∫

0

Fts[z(t), ż(t)] cos(2πft)dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ieven

· cos(2πft)+

+ 2
f

m∗

1/f∫

0

Fts[z(t), ż(t)] sin(2πft)dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Iodd

· sin(2πft)+

+ higher harmonics . (2.18)

The first term is a constant effecting the rest position of the tuning fork, and
can be neglected. In the following the tuning fork is assumed to oscillate at
its resonance frequency, so the higher harmonics will vanish. Inserting the
ansatz and the Fourier series into the equation of motion 2.16 results in

Ieven =
f 2

0 − f 2

f 2
0

+ g cos(2πft0) , (2.19)

Iodd = − f

f0Q
+ g sin(2πft0) . (2.20)

These are two coupled trigonometrical equations which can be solved nu-
merically. If the phase shift between excitation and oscillation is ≈ 90◦, i.e.
t0 = 1

4f0

, the tuning fork oscillates at its resonance frequency. Therefore, the
cosine term in equation 2.19 becomes zero and the sine term in equation 2.20
becomes one. This leads to

Ieven =
f 2

0 − f 2

f 2
0

⇒ f 2
0 − f 2

f 2
0

=
2f

Acz

1/f∫

0

Fts[z(t), ż(t)] cos(2πft)dt (2.21)

and

Iodd =
−f

f0Q
+ g ⇒ g =

f

f0Q
+

2f

Acz

1/f∫

0

Fts[z(t), ż(t)] sin(2πft)dt . (2.22)
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Assuming that ∆f is much smaller than f0, i.e. ∆f ≪ f0, results in

f 2
0 − f 2

f 2
0

∼= −2∆f

f0

. (2.23)

Therefore the two coupled harmonic equations 2.19 and 2.20 are now de-
coupled and the frequency shift ∆f and the gain factor g can be expressed
as

∆f ∼= −f · f0

Acz

1/f0∫

0

Fts[z(t), ż(t)] cos(2πf0t)dt , (2.24)

and

g ∼= f

f0 Q
+

2f

Acz

1/f0∫

0

Fts[z(t), ż(t)] sin(2πf0t)dt . (2.25)

These two equations are valid for all types of tip-sample interactions and the
full amplitude range. The g factor is a measure for dissipative tip-sample
interactions and vanishes for pure conservative forces [57–59]. A further
variable transformation leads to

z

A
= cos(2πft) ⇔ t =

1
2πf

arccos
(

z

A

)

, (2.26)

dt

dz
= − 1

2Aπf

1
√

1 − z2

A2

= − 1
2πf

1√
A2 − z2

. (2.27)

For conservative tip-sample interactions Fts is independent of ż(t). Using
u = z/A results in [60, 61]

∆f = − f0

πAcz

1∫

−1

Fts[D + A(1 + u)]
u√

1 − u2
du , (2.28)

where D is the distance of the closest approach during the oscillation cycle.
With equation 2.28 it is now possible to derive the resonance frequency shift
∆f of a tuning fork with spring constant Cz and oscillation amplitude A for a
given tip-sample interaction Fts. However, since the resonance frequency shift
is detected in FM-DFM and the force is the desired quantity the inversion
of the integral, i.e. the possibility of calculating the force from a detected
frequency shift is very important.
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2.3.4 Calculating the Force between Tip and Sample

The inversion of equation 2.28 is of fundamental interest if quantitative anal-
ysis is desired. However, the inversion is not straightforward and many
attempts have been made in the past. To simplify the inversion some re-
searchers assumed large oscillation amplitudes of their cantilevers compared
with the interaction decay length of the potential and force [56, 62, 63]. Dürig
developed a method based on Chebyshev polynomials for small oscillation
amplitudes compared with the decay length of the tip-sample interaction
[57].

Based on the fact that frequency shift data in an experiment is recorded
in an discrete manner Giessibl [64] introduced a matrix inversion method
which was extended by Pfeiffer [65]. However the most accurate and accepted
inversion method, valid at all amplitudes, has been developed by Sader and
Jarvis [61]. They expressed the interaction force formally as

Fts(z) =
∞∫

0

W (λ) exp(−λz)dλ , (2.29)

where W (λ) is the inverse Laplace transformation of Fts(z). Substituting
equation 2.29 into equation 2.28 leads to

∆f =
f0

Acz

∞∫

0

W (λ)T (λA) exp(−λz)dλ , (2.30)

where T (x) = I1(x) exp(−x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
[66]. In Laplace space, force and frequency differ only by a constant factor
and T (x). Therefore equation 2.28 can be inverted exactly. With the opera-
tors L{} and L−1{} as the Laplace and inverse Laplace transformations Fts

results in

Fts(z) = L

{

czA

T (λA)
L−1

{

∆f(z)
f0

}}

. (2.31)

Following this route and evaluating the integrals, the force Fts can be outlined
as [61]

Fts(D) =
2cz

f0

∞∫

z



1 +
A1/2

8
√

π(z − D)
− A3/2

√

2(z − D)

d

dz



∆f(z)dz , (2.32)

where D is the distance of the closest approach during the oscillation cycle.
By integrating equation 2.32 the interaction potential V (z) can be deter-
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mined [61]

Vts(D) =
2cz

f0

∞∫

z



(z − D) +
A1/2

4

√

z − D

π
+

A3/2

√

2(z − D)



∆f(z)dz .

(2.33)
With equation 2.32 and 2.33 the interaction force and potential between tip
and sample can now be calculated for arbitrary oscillation amplitudes.

The accuracy of equations 2.28, 2.32 and 2.33 has been tested in this
paper based on an arbitrary Lennard-Jones potential with V0 = −0.8 aJ and
zm = 0.45 nm.

The derivative of the potential, i.e. the Lennard-Jones force has been
inserted into equation 2.28. The frequency shift has been calculated for
different amplitudes (A = 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400 and 500 pm). Af-
terwards the derived frequency shift has been inserted into equation 2.33 to
calculate the interaction potential. If the derived equations based on the
assumptions made are accurate, the calculated potential should match the
original Lennard-Jones potential. Moreover, the derivative of the poten-
tial, i.e. the Lennard-Jones force should match the original Lennard-Jones
force. Figure 2.9(a) shows as a blue line the Lennard-Jones Potential, as a
red line the derivative of the Lennard-Jones potential and in different green
lines the frequency shift for different oscillation amplitudes. As expected for
large amplitudes the potential is already recognized at quite large absolute z
separations of tip and sample. Note only in simulation absolute tip-sample
separations are known.

With decreasing oscillation amplitude the potential energy of the har-
monic potential of the unperturbed tip decreases, therefore the tip-sample
interaction disturbing the harmonic oscillation of the tip has a stronger im-
pact, i.e. the anharmonicity increases resulting in an increasing resonance
frequency shift. It is interesting to note that for oscillation amplitudes of
about 10 pm the frequency shift minimum is located almost at the same z
position as the minimum of the spring constant (orange curve). Thus for
small oscillation amplitudes a lock-in technique of the force is observed and
the frequency shift is related to the spring constant by a dimensional scaling
factor. Hence, for small oscillation amplitudes the tip-sample force and po-
tential can be calculated in a straight forward manner by a simple integration
which makes the numerical approach to solve equation 2.28 unnecessary.

However, calculating the interaction potential with equation 2.33 and by
derivation the interaction force from these calculated frequency shifts result
in the blue and red curves shown in figure 2.9(b). The blue and red curves
are formally nearly equal. A further investigation of this data shows no
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Figure 2.9: For a given Lennard-Jones potential V0 = −0.8 aJ, zm = 0.45 pm
(blue line) shown in (a), the force (red line) and resonance frequency shifts
(various green lines) for different tuning fork oscillation amplitudes have been
calculated using equation 2.28. With equation 2.33 the potential has been
recalculated (blue lines). (b) The recalculated potentials match the original
interaction potential within ±3 %. The orange line represents the spring
constant related to the tip-sample interaction (discussion see text).

clear trend with amplitude. Beside the errors due to the assumptions made
for deriving the equations an additional error is made when solving integral
2.28 and 2.33 numerically. However, the calculated potential curves from the
frequency shifts match within ±3 % the original Lennard-Jones potential.
Since potential integrated during one oscillation process is determined by the
oscillation amplitude in figure 2.9(b) the frequency shift data has been plotted
vs z absolute - amplitude. This plot gives a better comparison of frequency
shift, interaction force and interaction potential for a given z displacement.
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2.4 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

The second operation mode of the setup used is the STM mode. In this
section the working principle of the STM will be discussed followed by a
theoretical consideration of this technique. Finally scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy and field emission resonances will be discussed. In the following V
is used as a synonym for the bias voltage US.

2.4.1 STM Operation Principle

A conducting sharp tip is brought very close to a conducting sample. Typical
distances are in the picometer to nanometer range, thus tip and sample are
not in electrical contact. Prerequisites are a high mechanical and thermal
stability of the setup. If a voltage is applied at these close proximities elec-
trons can tunnel from tip to sample or vice versa depending on the sign of
the applied voltage due to overlapping wavefunctions. The tunneling current
through the vacuum barrier exponentially depends on tip-sample distance z.
When moving the tip laterally across the surface the tip-sample distance z
can be adjusted such that the tunneling current stays constant. This mode
is known as the constant current mode. The adjustment of the tip-sample
distance can be recorded and displayed as an image. A second mode used
less frequently is called constant height mode. In constant height mode the
tip-sample distance is not adjusted while the tip scans across the surface and
the variation of the tunneling current is detected. The constant height mode
can only be applied on flat surfaces with low corrugation and well leveled tip
surface geometries, because otherwise the tip crashes, destroying both the tip
and/or the sample surface. The adjustment of tip-sample distance during the
scan process is established by piezos leading to movements on the picome-
ter scale. Since typical tunneling currents range between picoampere and
nanoampere highly developed amplifiers are necessary. The amplified tun-
neling current signal is compared in a feedback loop with a tunneling current
(set-point) chosen by the experimenter. Deviations from the set-point are
adjusted by the z piezo controlling the tip-sample distance.

2.4.2 Theoretical Approach

The theory for understanding the mechanisms involved in STM has been
strongly developed by Bardeen. His approach aimed to describe the tunnel-
ing experiment of Giaever [67] who wanted to verify the Bardeen-Cooper-
Schrieffer theory of superconductivity [68]. A metal insulator metal junction
designed by Giaever has been mathematically described by Bardeen using a
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modified first order one dimensional perturbation theory. The wavefunctions
of the two metals are supposed to be independent. Bardeen solved at first the
Schrödinger equation of the subsystems and calculated then using time de-
pendent perturbation theory the transition from one electrode to the other.
The transition rate from the initial state to the final state obeys Fermi’s
Golden rule as expected. The tunneling current at a bias voltage V results
in [42]

IT =
4πe

h̄

∞∫

−∞

[f (EF − eV + E) − f (EF + E)] ·

· ρT (EF − eV + E) ρS (EF + E) |MT S|2 dE , (2.34)

where f(E) = (1 + exp[(E − EF )/kBT ])−1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function describing the energy distribution at temperature T. Since ρT and ρS

represent the local density of states (LDOS) of tip and sample, respectively,
the tunneling current is proportional to the convolution of both quantities.
MT S is the tunneling matrix element defined by the surface integral of the
overlapping wave functions

MT S = − h̄2

2m

∫

S

(Ψ∗
T ∇ΨS − ΨS∇Ψ∗

T ) dS . (2.35)

The accuracy of the tunneling matrix element strongly depends on the wave-
functions ΨT,S of tip and sample. Tersoff and Haman assumed a spherical
tip of radius R with a s-type orbital located at r0 [5] (see figure 2.10).

The contribution of the local density of states of the tip near the Fermi
level can than be approximated to [69]

ρT (EF ) ∝ |ΨT |2 ∝ T (z, E, eV ) , (2.36)

where z is the distance from tip to substrate. The transition probability
T (z, E, eV ) for an electron to overcome the barrier is given by [5, 70]

T (z, E, eV ) = exp




−2z

√
2m

h̄

√

(ΦT + ΦS)
2

− E +
eV

2
+ k2

||



 . (2.37)

ΦT,S are the work functions of tip and sample respectively. If only states
near the Γ point contribute to the tunneling current, the parallel momentum
k|| of the surface electronic state becomes zero. With the assumptions made,
the tunneling current can be outlined as

IT ∝
eV∫

0

ρS(E)e−2κzdE (2.38)
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Rr0

z

Figure 2.10: Schematic picture of the tunneling junction. The tip shape is
assumed to be locally spherical with radius of curvature R. The center of the
sphere is located at r0. The tip-sample distance is given by z. Graphic taken
from Ref. [5].

with κ as the inverse decay length given by equation 2.37. Equation 2.38
leads to a simplified understanding of STM images applied in many STM
experiments where tip effects are supposed to play a minor role. Although
the Tersoff Haman model can explain many experimental results it is of-
ten necessary to take more complex tip wavefunctions into account like pz

and dzz states [42, 71] to achieve agreement with experiments. A potential
energy scheme showing the tunneling junction is presented in figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11(a) shows the junction of a metal surface and a metal tip while
(b) indicates the tunneling junction with an oxide grown on top of the metal
sample. The valence band (VB) and the conduction band (CB) of the oxide
(dielectric media) is bent due to the electrostatic field ~ǫ. The direction of the
electrostatic field ~ǫ depends on the sign of the applied voltage which further-
more determines the tunneling direction from tip to sample or sample to tip.
However, one has to note that the assumptions made are not always valid.
Some theoretical approaches have been made in the past to take fluctuations
in the tip density of states into account to gain more accurate information
on the sample density of states [72, 73].

2.4.3 Contrast Formation in High Resolution STM

In the following a few remarks concerning the contrast formation in STM
will be discussed. In STM experiments understanding the origin of image
contrast is not always straight forward. The convolution of the LDOS of tip
and sample, as well as their different orbitals, can influence the contrast sig-
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Figure 2.11: Potential energy scheme of the tunneling process. (a) Tunnel-
ing from occupied metal sample states to unoccupied tip states. (b) Same
situation as (a) but with an oxide layer grown on top of the metal surface.
The conduction band and valence band are bent due to the electric field ~ǫ.

nificantly. The influence depends on the tip-sample system. To understand
high resolution STM images a further approach is necessary. In 1990 Eigler
and Schweizer [74] manipulated single Xe atoms on a Ni(110) surface. Sur-
prisingly the closed shell Xe atoms have been imaged as bright protrusions
at a tip bias voltage of 10 mV i.e. electrons tunnel from the sample to the
tip. The Xe 5p6 ground state lies 6-8 eV below the Fermi level and the lowest
empty state 6s lies about 4.5 eV above the Fermi level [75]. Thus one would
assume Xe atoms to be invisible in STM. A hole creation process in the Xe
5p6 configuration is unlikely to contribute to the tunneling current since the
energy needed is too high [76, 77]. Based on the theoretical calculations by
Lang it has been found that the first electronic excited state of Xe 5p6s seems
to donate electrons [77]. Taking 5d orbitals into account did not affect the
tunneling current since these orbitals are too contracted to modify the tun-
neling current [76]. The 6s state is virtually unfilled, however, quite extended
and a small occupation will result in a difference in LDOS compared with the
clean metal. This effect is supposed to be the imaging mechanism involved.
Moreover, this approach shows that electrons tunneling from tip to surface or
vice versa may interact with orbitals adsorbed on surfaces. Therefore effects
like elastic scattering of electrons at orbitals have to be considered. The theo-
retical background accounting for these effects has been developed by Doyen
based on Green’s functions [78–80]. This approach is also necessary to ex-
plain the imaging mechanism of CO adsorbed on e.g. Cu(111). CO has been
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found to appear as a depression when mapped with a clean metal tip [81]. If
a CO molecule is picked up by the STM metal tip the CO molecules on the
surface appear as bright protrusions for negative and positive bias voltages
[81]. In the same experiment it has been found that oxygen atoms appear
always as depressions whether a CO molecule is attached to the tip or not.
CO has a wide gap between the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied
molecular states (HOMO and LUMO), while such a gap does not exist with
oxygen atoms. In a theoretical work Nieminen et al. [82] considered the
influence of different tunneling channels and their interference by use of a
scattering approach described by a Green function formalism. They derived
an equation taking 5 different tunneling channels into account, which has
been independently derived by Todorov [83] and Pendry [84]. The first chan-
nel is tunneling through the vacuum incorporating unperturbed states of the
tip and sample, the second channel is related to the scattering of electrons
by the molecule. The third channel describes a path through the molecule.
These three channels determine the tunneling process for the clean metal
tip. If a CO molecule is attached to the tip, two further channels have to be
considered. The fourth channel takes scattering due to the tip molecule and
the fifth channel tunneling through the tip molecule into account. For the
clean metal tip on the clean surface only channel one contributes to the tun-
neling current. On top of the molecule, channel two and three also contribute
to the tunneling current. But channel one and three interfere destructively
and hence the tunneling current on top of the CO molecule is smaller, since
only scattered electrons (channel two) contribute to the tunneling current,
compared with the surrounding clean metal area, and thus the CO molecule
on the surface appears as a depression. If the tip is functionalized i.e. a CO
molecule is picked up, the tunneling current is reduced on the bare metal
surface, however, on top of the CO adsorbed on the surface, the additional
tunneling channels result in an increase in tunneling current compared with
the bare surface and therefore the CO molecule is imaged as a protrusion.
For the contrast formation of the oxygen no such straightforward analysis
could be found. The hybridization of the 2s and 2p orbitals lead to many
channels denoted as channel two and three. This peculiar behavior shows
that tunneling current intensities and phases of the tunneling channels play
an important role in contrast formation in STM. In addition, the theory
applied has to be carefully chosen depending on the system studied.

For thin oxide film theoretical and experimental efforts have been made
to understand the contrast formation. The corrugation of thin FeO films
has been experimentally investigated and theoretically analyzed by different
tip models taking the scattering of tunneling electrons into account [85].
However, the LDOS of FeO is sensitive to the magnetic order of the thin
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film, introducing another element of complexity to this system [86]. FeO is
a Mott insulator with a band gap of about 2.5 eV [87]. Despite the band
gap, at small bias voltages like 50 mV and moderate tunneling currents like
0.3 nA, i.e. small tip surface distances, atomic resolution can be achieved
[86, 88]. In this respect the ultra thin alumina film grown on NiAl(110) is an
interesting example [89]. The film does not grow thicker than one monolayer.
The monolayer consists of an oxide interface layer and a oxide surface layer.
Depending on the applied bias voltage and set-point of the tunneling current,
either the interface or the surface layer can be imaged, however, in all cases
only one species, Al or O, has been imaged. Whether the oxygen or the
aluminum is imaged can easily be determined, since their numbers within the
unit cell are different [89, 90]. In our workgroup, even a change in contrast
and therefore in the layer imaged for the same imaging parameters has been
observed. This is a further indication that for this system tip states play an
important role and not only scanning parameters. For the MgO system with
a one to one stoichiometry it is unclear whether the magnesium or oxygen ions
are imaged as bright protrusion. Since these oxide films are insulators with
a large band gap it is not obvious from figure 2.11 that the atomic structure
of the oxides is visible. However, the scattering mechanism discussed for the
adsorbates are also supposed to play an important role in atomic resolution
imaging of MgO thin films.

2.4.4 Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy

For the analysis of surfaces, adsorbates down to single atoms or defects it is
often important to gain information about their electronic structure. Since
the tunneling current depends on the LDOS of the sample, the states close
to the Fermi level can be measured at a fixed x, y, z position (open feedback
loop) while sweeping the bias voltage. This method is commonly known as
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). Usually the derivative of the tunnel-
ing current with respect to bias voltage (dI/dV ) is discussed, which is known
as the conductivity. At small temperatures kBT ≪ eV the Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution function in equation 2.34 can be approximated by a step function.
For a specific tip-sample state the derivative results in [73]

dIT (eV )
dV

=
4πe

h̄
|MT S|2 ρT (0)ρS(eV )+

+
eV∫

0

ρS(E)
∂

∂V

[

|M(E, E − eV )|2 ρT (E − eV )
]

dE . (2.39)
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Equation 2.39 shows that the conductivity is not only related to the sample
LDOS but also to the tip LDOS. However, in many cases, as shown for a
thin alkali halide film, the derivative of equation 2.38 can be applied if an
accuracy of a few 10 meV is sufficient [91]. From equation 2.38 follows

dIT

dV
∝ ρS(E)e−2κz . (2.40)

Therefore, with STS band structures can be mapped and thus similar infor-
mation as provided by UPS is accessible. The advantage of STS is the high
lateral resolution. STS measurements can be performed on the atomic scale
while UPS measurements always integrate over a large surface area. Angular
resolved measurements can resolve the full k space while with STS angular
resolved measurements are not possible. Furthermore, band onsets might be
shifted in STS spectra due to the electric field as indicated in figure 2.11 [92–
94]. Since the feedback loop is open, experimenters have to choose the swept
voltage range carefully. The tip-sample distance will be constant, hence the
electric field might become quite large and the tip is likely to be destroyed.
Therefore only voltages up to ±200 mV should be used. If higher voltages are
required, the feedback loop should be closed resulting in a constant tunnel-
ing current since the tip-sample distance will be adjusted. Instead of dI/dV ,
dz/dV is analyzed. Although the energy resolution of dz/dV is not as high
as for dI/dV , gap states for example can be analyzed and distinguished [95].

2.4.5 Field Emission Resonances

Field emission resonances (FER) are a result of matching electron wave func-
tions in a potential created by the tip-sample geometry if high voltages are
applied. The voltage applied must exceed the work function (here of the
tip). Figure 2.12 shows the potential between tip and sample. After tunnel-
ing through the potential barrier the electron propagates as a free particle,
being reflected at the boundaries. In the geometry depicted in figure 2.12
the wave functions are to the right bound to the barrier due to the applied
field and on the left to the metal sample. At the metal surface, parts of the
wave functions are reflected, when a mismatch of the wave functions in the
vacuum gap and metal occurs [96].

The reflectance can be constructive or destructive and thus standing elec-
tron waves will be formed within the classical region. These so-called field
emission resonances have theoretically been predicted by Gundlach in 1966
[97] and are therefore often referred to as Gundlach states. In 1982 Binnig
and Rohrer detected these states in STM measurements [96]. As soon as
the resonance condition eV = En is fulfilled standing waves will be formed
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Figure 2.12: Schematic showing the potential between tip and sample for
voltages larger than the tip work function. The light gray shaded vacuum
region is classically forbidden. Electrons tunneling through this barrier can
enter the classical region and form standing waves as they are reflected at
the metal surface and the potential barrier originating from the applied bias
voltage V . The edges of the potential barrier are rounded off by the im-
age potential. For eV =En=2 the electron energy is in resonance with the
corresponding eigenstate.

and thus an additional tunneling channel is created, leading to an increase in
tunneling current. This regime is also known as the Fowler-Nordheim regime.
A typical example showing the differential gap conductivity is given in figure
2.13. The amplitude decreases with increasing energy. The reflectivity at
the sample surface decreases with increasing energy exponentially. Therefore
the electron lifetime decreases with increasing resonance number i.e. higher
energies. The lifetime can be approximated by the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle ∆t ≈ h/∆E, with ∆E as the FWHM of the conductance peak.
Typical lifetimes are in the order of femtoseconds. If a state decays the en-
ergy can be transferred to a photon, which then can be detected (photon
STM) [98].

However, at low temperature the field emission current is given by [99]

I(V ) =
em

2π2h̄3

EF∫

0

(EF − E) T (E, V )dE (2.41)

with T (E, V ) as the transition probability, and V represents the bias
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Figure 2.13: Example of field emission resonances. The resonance number
n is indicated for the first two resonances. The amplitude of conductance
decreases to to a reduction of reflectivity with increasing bias voltage i.e.
energy.

voltage. The Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) method describes T (E, V )
only in the regime from z = 0 to z = z1. Gundlach also derived an expression
for T (E, V ) in the regime z1 < z < d. Within this classical regime T (E, V )
shows a sinusoidal behavior and the tunneling current results in

I(V ) = IF N

√

eV + EF

eV − ΦS

[

1 − 1
2

(EF + ΦS)Φt

√
EF + eV

(eV − ΦS)5/2
sin(α + β)

]

(2.42)

with IF N as the Fowler-Nordheim equation [99–101]

IF N =

√

EF /Φt

EF + Φt

eǫ2

4π2h̄
exp






−4

3

(

Φt

eǫl

)3/2





(2.43)

with ǫ as the electric field and

α =
4
3

(

eV − ΦS

eǫl

)3/2

, sin β = 2

√

Φt(eV − ΦS)

eV + Φt − ΦS

, l =

(

h̄2d

2m(eV + Φt − ΦS)

)−3

.

The derivative of equation 2.42 leads to the differential gap conductivity [99]

dI

dV
= 2

(

Φt

eǫlV 2/3

)3/2

IF N

(

1 − EF + ΦS

4
√

ΦteV
cos

[

4(eV − ΦS)
3eǫl

])

. (2.44)
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The oscillatory behavior in the classical regime is given by the cosine-term in
equation 2.44. Thus the condition for a maximum to occur in the conductance
is determined by the cosine-term [99]

4
3

√
2m

h̄

(eVn − ΦS)3/2

eǫ
= 2π

(

n +
1
4

)

, (2.45)

with Vn as the voltage of the n-th resonance. If the feedback loop of I is closed
during the measurements the tunneling current will be constant and thus the
effective electric field can be considered as constant as usually assumed in
STM measurements. Approximating (n + 1/4)2/3 ≈ n2/3 results in

En = eVn = ΦS +

(

3πh̄e

2
√

2m

)2/3

ǫ2/3n2/3 . (2.46)

The tip-sample geometry is three-dimensional. Within the approximations
made the tip-sample geometry has been assumed to be one-dimensional. Due
to the exponential dependence of the tunneling probability on the barrier
width, the tunneling current is mainly determined by the region with the
smallest gap. This reduces the geometry to a quasi-one-dimensional gap.
Furthermore image potential effects have not been taken into account. The
image potential rounds off the corners of the potential as visualized in figure
2.12, therefore the resonances are shifted to lower energies. Including the
image potential into the Schrödinger equation makes an analytical solution
of the problem impossible [99]. The image potential modifies the Fowler-
Nordheim equation to [101]

IF N =
4
3

16πme(EF /Φt)1/2

h3(EF + Φt)γ2
ǫ2 exp



−Φ3/2
t γ

ǫ



 , (2.47)

where γ = 6.8 ·107
(

1 − 3.8 · 10−4 ǫ1/2

Φt

)1/2
is a correction factor. However, the

image potential mainly affects resonances with small n [97, 99]. A prereq-
uisite is a stable tip since instabilities will effect the electric field ǫ between
tip and sample and thus the potential within the vacuum gap. In addition
the work function of the tip Φt will be modified if tip changes occur. If thin
oxide films are grown on top of the metal sample these films are an additional
barrier for the tunneling current. Thus the tunneling current will be reduced
due to effects discussed in section 2.4.3. Since the metal substrate dominates
the tunneling process the above discussed wave function matching conditions
have still to be fulfilled. Within the presented model of the tip-sample tun-
neling junction a good estimation of the sample work function can be found
for resonances n ≥ 2 as has been shown for FeO on Pt(111) [88].



Chapter 3

MgO on Ag(001)

In the following chapter the properties of MgO will be discussed. The dis-
cussion will start with an overview of bulk MgO, followed by thin MgO films
grown on Ag(001) and a comparison between the two.

3.1 General MgO Aspects

Magnesium oxide is a wide band gap and ionic oxide with a rocksalt structure.
Due to its simple structure and high dielectric constant it recognizes high
attention in many research fields. MgO is for example used in sandwich
structures of magnetoresistance devices [102–104]. In the research field of
heterogeneous catalysis it is used as a support for catalytic particles and
clusters as well as a bare oxide [1, 105–112]. The surface chemistry is believed
to be dominated by the defects present on the surface. The pristine MgO
surface is quite inert while the defect rich MgO surface shows a complex
surface chemistry [2, 113]. Great attention was payed to defects with a high
electron affinity and thus acting as electron traps in a number of theoretical
[114–118] as well as experimental studies [95, 119–122]. The defects can
act as nucleation centers [116, 123–125] and as electron donor sites which
enhance the chemical activity of deposited metal clusters [126, 127]. However,
the role of color centers in catalytic cycles is still being discussed [128] and
has not yet been completely understood. The development of knowledge
about insulating oxides surfaces enormously benefited from the possibility to
grow thin films reactively on metal substrates. Due to the metal support
beneath these thin films, charging effects are prevented during spectroscopic
measurements such as LEED or XPS. The film thickness has been recognized
as an important parameter to tune properties of the thin films as well as
properties of adsorbates [110, 129–131].

35
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3.2 MgO Properties

The magnesium oxide system Mg-O is known in mineralogy as periclase. The
phase diagram of this system (figure 3.1), including the gas phase and tak-
ing into account the oxygen solubility in liquid Mg, has been derived from
calculations of Gibbs free energy [132]. A general experimental verification
of the phase diagram has not been presented so far. However, the melt-
ing point of stoichiometric MgO has been experimentally confirmed [133].
Stoichiometric Mg1O1 is the only stable compound over a wide temperature
range [134, 135] with a melting point at TL= 3100 K (compare figure 3.1).
Nevertheless, magnesium oxides with higher oxygen content like magnesium
peroxide exist [135–137].
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Figure 3.1: Phase diagram of MgO at 1 bar [132]. L1 refers to liquid Mg, L2
to liquid MgO and G to the gas phase. The gas phase is assumed to consist
of Mg, Mg2, MgO, O, O2 and O3 [134]. The pure Mg has a hcp structure, a
melting point at TL= 923 K and a boiling point at TB= 1373 K.

MgO has been found to be stable up to a pressure of 227 GPa at room
temperature demonstrating its remarkable structural strength [138]. This
strength is related to the highly ionic rocksalt NaCl (B1) structure due to
the large differences in electronegativity of Mg (1.31) and O (3.44). The Mg
(1s22s22p63s2) is oxidized to Mg2+ and O (1s22s22p4) is reduced to O2−, thus
the two Mg 3s2 electrons are transfered to the O 2p orbital. These findings
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have direct consequences for the geometric and electronic structure of bulk
MgO and its surface. In the rocksalt NaCl (B1) structure each anion/cation
is coordinated by 6 cations/anions forming an octahedral configuration as
shown in figure 3.2. One should note that the ”free” O2− anion does not
exist, because it is unstable by 7.5 eV unless it is stabilized by surrounding
positively charged ligands [139].

Mg2+

O2-

a

b

a b= = c

c

Figure 3.2: Ball-structure model of the MgO lattice. Dashed lines indicate
the rocksalt structure while solid lines stress the octahedral configuration.

The structure is driven by Coulomb forces, which are large and long range
in character leading to local charge neutrality [139]. The forces arise from
the gradient in the Madelung pontential [140], which does not only affect the
geometrical structure but also the electronic properties of MgO (of course
geometric and electronic properties are strongly connected). The interaction
potential of the ith ion with all other ions can be outlined as [141]

Ui =
∑

j

λe−rij/ρ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

repulsive pot.

± 1
4πǫ0

q2

rij
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Coulomb pot.

(3.1)

where λ is the strength and ρ the decay length of the repulsive interaction.
The positive sign is taken for like charges and the negative sign for unlike
charges. Neglecting surface effects and applying basic mathematics lead for
a crystal with 2N ions to a total lattice energy of

Utot = NUi = − Nαq2

4πǫ0R0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Madelung pot.

(

1 − ρ

R0

)

. (3.2)

With R0 being the equilibrium separation of neighboring ions. The attractive
Coulomb interaction is known as the Madelung potential EM and α as the
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dimensionless Madelung constant given by

α =
∑

j

±R0

rj

. (3.3)

By knowing the Madelung constant α and the equilibriums separation R0

it is possible to calculate the Madelung potential. However, this holds only
true for anions and cations occupying equivalent lattice sites as in a rocksalt
structure. For a stable ion crystal the Madelung constant has to be positive.
For the NaCl structure the Madelung constant is α= 1.747565 [141, 142].
Using an advanced summation method developed by Ewald [143] it is possible
to determine quite accurate Madelung energies comparable to values derived
from XPS measurements (Bagus et al. [144]). The Madelung energy EM of
MgO per ion is [142, 144]

EM

2
= ±23.9 eV , (3.4)

where the plus applies for anions the minus for cations. However, the band
gap energy of MgO cannot be estimated from the Madelung potential alone
[145]. The electrostatic polarization is an important quantity. The electron
distribution is distorted leading to a reduction of the band gap. The polariza-
tion effects on the band gap can be estimated from continuum electrostatic
models or shell model calculations. Moreover, the overlap of neighboring ion
orbitals has to be taken into account, reducing the band gap further [compare
figure 3.3(a)]. These considerations lead to a bulk band gap of about 7.8 eV
[145–149] as shown in figure 3.3(a,b). The valence band is predominatly O 2p
in character while the conduction band is determined by the Mg 3s orbital
[145, 148, 150, 151] [figure 3.3(c)].

The band gap is affected by the presence of the surface. Due to the change
in coordination number and equilibriums positions of the ions, the Madelung
potential decreases. These findings together with the polarization of the
surface ions wave functions, due to the change in surface potential, reduce
the band gap at the surface to about 6.7 eV [95, 149, 151, 152]. Despite
the lower coordination of the {001} surface ions and those located at steps,
they can be considered as Mg2+ and O2− ions [139, 151]. Oxide surfaces
with at least two different species bear charges of opposite sign. They can be
classified on the basis of electrostatic criteria as described by Tasker [153].

Type I surfaces: All planes parallel to the surface are electrically neutral.
This is true for the {001} and {110} face of rocksalt crystals, since each layer
contains as many anions as cations.

Type II surfaces: In many oxide surfaces the atomic layers are not neutral.
But the stacking sequence may be such that the total dipole moment of each
unit vanishes.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Valence and conduction band energies in MgO [145]. Com-
pared with the original figure the zero energy level has been aligned with
the top of the valence band. (b) Calculated band structure of MgO along
high symmetry lines [150]. (c) Approximated energy level diagram for MgO,
based on XPS [151].

Type III surfaces: The layers are not electrically neutral and the stacking
results in a non-zero dipole moment.

The three different types are presented in figure 3.4. The charge of each
layer is represented by Q. For an equal number of anions and cations within
a layer Q becomes zero. µ stands for the net dipole moment for each unit as
indicated.

The MgO {001} and {110} surface belongs to type I while the {111} is
unstable in vacuum due to the dipole moment. However, in nature (ambient
conditions) minerals need not be in equilibrium, since they might be solified
from water or from a matrix. Interfacial energies are then important not
the pure surface energy alone. Therefore, MgO (periclase) can be found
with {111} faces [154]. For the rocksalt structure with one broken bond per
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Q = 0 m = 0 Q = 0 m = 0 Q = 0 m = 0

type I type II type III

Figure 3.4: Separation of insulating surfaces into categories according to
Tasker [153]. Q and µ represent, respectively, the charge of each layer and
the net dipole moment of each unit as indicated.

surface atom the {001} surface is most stable, while the {110} and {211}
surfaces with two and four broken bonds, respectively, have higher surface
energies. Therefore, the MgO cleaves extremely well along the {001} planes
[145]. Since the surface atoms are lower coordinated, the surfaces relaxes
inward (i.e. the spacing between the surface layer and the layer beneath
decreases) by an average value of -0.56±0.5 % compared with the bulk lattice
constant. However, anions are less affected than cations. This leads to a
surface rumpling of 1.07±0.5 % as has been determined by grazing incident
x-ray scattering [155].

3.3 Characteristics of MgO Thin Films on

Ag(001)

The epitaxial growth of MgO thin films on metals depends strongly on the
lattice mismatch of MgO and metal support. MgO thin films are mainly
deposited on Ag(001) (nearest neighbor distance dAg−Ag= 289 pm), Au(001),
Fe(001) and Mo(001)[156] resulting in lattice mismatches of 2.9 % [157, 158],
3.1 % [158], 3.7 % and 5.4 % [156], respectively. Better matching conditions
were obtained for alloys e.g. Cr0.7Mo0.3(001) with negligible misfit [159].
Lattice mismatches as in the case of MgO on Mo lead to line dislocations
aligned along the [110] direction and screw dislocations, which compensate
with increasing film thickness [160]. To minimize substrate induced epitaxial
effects MgO has been grown on Ag(001). MgO grows on Ag(001) (which
is face centered cubic) in the Frank-van-der-Merve growth mode [109, 161].
The oxygen anions are located on top sites and magnesium cations in four
fold hollow sites with respect to the Ag layer as derived from LMTO [157]
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and DFT [162, 163] calculations. This is of course in line with calculations
done by Smoluchowski presented in 1941 [164]. He showed that the electron
gas of clean metals tend to move into the holes between the surface atoms.
Therefore cations will prefer these sites.

[1
00

][010]

(a)

la
lb

lc

[100]
[001]

Figure 3.5: Growth model of MgO (rocksalt, B1) on fcc Ag(001). The oxygen
atoms adsorb on top of the silver atoms while magnesium prefers hollow sites.
(a) Top view, la= 408 pm is the Ag unit cell length [165], lb= 289 pm is
the nearest neighbor distance of Ag and lc= 204 pm is the Mg-O bonding
distance. (b) Side view of the growth model.

The overlayer-surface interfacial distances are 2.55 Å for the oxygen an-
ion and 2.46 Å for the magnesium cation as calculated by DFT [166]. One
has to note that the mean calculated interface distances range from 2.39 Å
[162, 163] to 2.5 Å [166] and 2.62 Å [129] depending on the code used for
the calculations. This shows that the derived values may differ consider-
ably, however trends are consistent. Experimentally interface distances of
2.53±0.05 Å and 2.39±0.06 Å have been found by EXAFS [167] and LEED
[163], respectively. The rumpling of the single MgO monolayer of almost 0.1
Å results from releasing some of the energy arising from film compression due
to the smaller Ag lattice constant. For a second MgO layer present, the inter-
face rumpling decreases and only a value of 0.03 Å between anion and cation
positions remains (see table 3.1) [166]. The corrugation due to the rumpling
is still present within the second layer as can be seen in table 3.1. Compared
with bulk MgO the average bilayer distance is elongated by about 3 % [166].
Rumpling as well as elongation effects are expected to decrease with increas-
ing MgO layers adsorbed. The topmost Ag layer is also affected by the
MgO overlayers. Their positions change by -0.027 Å and -0.055 Å with one
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Table 3.1: MgO layer distances with respect to the Ag(001) surface. N
represents the number of MgO layers. Index i stands for the layer in contact
with the metal, while s stands for the surface MgO layer. As discussed in
the text the calculated values vary with the code used for the calculation.
However, trends are generally observed. Data have been taken from Ref.
[166].

N zAg [Å] zOi
[Å] zMgi

[Å] zOs [Å] zMgs [Å]
1 -0.027 2.546 2.455 - -
2 -0.055 2.472 2.446 4.644 4.607

and two MgO overlayers present compared with the uncovered and relaxed
Ag surface respectively. Interesting is the bonding and the related electronic
structure of the inert oxide noble metal interface. The bonding mechanisms
and the related electronic structure of the MgO/AgO(001) interface have
been studied by many different surface science techniques including LEED
[156], HREELS [156], UPS [168], XPS [168], AES [168], TPD [156] and STM
in combination with STS [149]. Beside these experimental investigations
theoretical calculations have been performed to clarify and understand the
decisive parameters determining the interface [149, 157, 161–163, 166, 168].
The lowest ionization states of MgO are mainly O 2p in character. Therefore,
the contribution to the interaction is expected to result from O 2p with Ag
4d and Ag 5sp orbitals.

However, from a series of XPS measurements it is concluded that the O 2p
states hybridize strongly with the Ag 5sp, in contrast to a weak interaction
with the Ag 4d states [168]. The hybridization of the O 2p states with the
Ag 5sp states is supposed to push the oxygen density of states all the way
up to the Fermi level [157, 161, 166], which is not the case with unsupported
MgO. These states are often referred to as metal induced gap states (MIGS)
and are a general feature of metal-oxide interfaces [142, 169, 170].

MIGS result predominantly from the metal-oxide interface, because cal-
culations show that the second oxide layer does not contribute to the MIGS
[149]. Thus experimental results and theoretical calculations seem to sup-
port each other. The MIGS as they are in the band gap, have a character-
istic damping length [170]. At midgap the damping reaches its maximum.
Assuming an exponential damping the charge density can be expressed as
ρ(z) = α exp(−2kz) with k being the decay length of charge density α [161].
For k a value of 0.84/d has been derived with d being the interplanar dis-
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tance [161]. Assuming a mean interplanar distance of Mg and O atoms of
2.50 Å, k results in 0.34 Å. With increasing film thickness the MIGS should
therefore not be present at the surface. The valence band of a monolayer
grown on Ag(001) is of O 2p character while the conduction band is mainly
Mg 3sp determined [149, 157, 166]. The electronic structure of MgO thin
films is established with the second to third monolayer present on the sur-
face [52, 129, 149, 161, 162].

These findings about the electronic structure at the interface lead to weak
electrostatic bonding of MgO(001) on Ag(001) [129, 157] as expected for an
inert oxide grown on a noble metal. In table 4.1 (see chapter 4) adhesion
energies per interface area (Eadh/Sint) for different numbers of MgO layers
on Ag(001) are presented and compared with MgO layers on Mo(001). With
only one layer present the adhesion energies at the interface are at their
maximum while with two MgO layers present the adhesion energies decrease
and stay constant from three layers onwards. However, the adhesion energy
per interface area for 3 ML MgO/Mo(001) Eadh/Sint = 0.136 eV/Å2 is about
6 times larger than for 3 ML MgO/Ag(001) Eadh/Sint = 0.023 eV/Å2 . The
influence of the adhesion energy on the work function will be discussed in
chapter 4.

3.4 Defects in MgO

Defects present at a surface decisively determine the properties of the surface.
In particular point defects determine the optical, electronic and transport
properties as well as the chemical activity of the surface [2]. This is in
particular interesting in the research field of heterogenous catalysis. Here
oxides are often used as support or directly as a catalyst.

In the case of MgO the perfect single crystal surface is quite inert, but
a defect rich MgO surface shows a high and complex chemical reactivity
[2, 115, 171–174].

Most chemical reactions are determined by electron-electron interaction
or electron exchange. It has been experimentally observed and supported by
theory that metal clusters of Au and Pd deposited on defect rich MgO films
are catalytically more active than clusters deposited on defect poor films
[126, 127, 175, 176]. The defects have two important roles: They provide
adsorption sites and are therefore nucleation centers [123–125, 177, 178] and
they can act as electron donor or acceptor sites. The major irregularities
present on the MgO surface are the following [2, 172]:

• Low coordinated cations. These are Mg2+ ions with a lower coordination
number than on the flat (001) surface. Therefore, four-coordinated ions
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located at steps and edges, Mg2+
4c and three-coordinated ions located

at kinks and corners, etc. Mg2+
3c .

• Low coordinated anions. These are O2− ions with a fourfold coordina-
tion O2−

4c like at steps and edges and threefold coordinated ions located
at corners and kinks, etc. O2−

3c . The chemical properties of the low
coordinated oxygen ions strongly depend on their coordination.

• Divacancies. These defects are created by removing a neutral MgO
unit, therefore the generated defect is also neutral. A divacancy created
at a step leads to three- and fourfold coordinated surface ions.

• Hydroxyl groups. H2O, which to a certain amount is always present
in UHV chambers, easily reacts with low coordinated sites leading to
OH groups present at the surface of MgO. These centers are possible
nucleation sites for metal particles and other adsorbates.

• Oxygen vacancies. Commonly called color centers or F centers from
the german word Farbe. The reason for this nomenclature comes from
the adsorption of light in the visible region. Therefore, MgO with a
high defect concentration has a different color [117]. The F centers can
be charged differently. By removing an O2− ion a positively charged
F2+ vacancy is formed. It can trap one electron resulting in an F+

or two electrons resulting in a neutral F0 vacancy. However, their
exact creation pathway is still discussed and different mechanisms are
supposed [122]. The F+ center is paramagnetic.

• Cation vacancies. Cation vacancies are related to the removal of Mg,
Mg+, or Mg2+ species resulting in V0, V− and V2− defects. The V0

and V− centers are paramagnetic.

• Impurity atoms. Beside the possibility to substitute transition metals
into the MgO matrix a very effective way to create highly reactive O−

ions is to substitute divalent Mg2+ ions by monovalent Li+. The O−

ion is a paramagnetic center.

Figure 3.6 shows a schematic of a MgO(001) surface with differently co-
ordinated surface sites.

The concentration of the defects on the MgO(001) surface is quite small
1016 to 1018 defects/cm2 [2]. One might expect an increase in defect con-
centration induced by the growth process during the reactive deposition of
Mg in an oxygen background pressure. The stress induced defect formation
is not significant with Ag(001) as a support [118]. The number of defects
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Figure 3.6: The MgO(001) surface with differently coordinated surface sites
and the corresponding nomenclature.

present on the surface can be increased by bombarding the surface with elec-
trons released from a filament or by scanning the surface at high voltages
and currents generating tip induced defects. The latter method is applied in
this study. Typical voltages are US= 7 V and currents of IT = 6 nA.

In the following the discussion will be focused on morphological defects
like low coordinated sites, divacancies and color centers. These defects are
preferentially created at low coordinated sites such as steps and corners, since
formation energies are smaller at these positions [114, 179]. The energy re-
quired to generate an oxygen vacancy cannot easily be measured. However,
it has been calculated by different approaches. Plane wave density functional
calculations in the local density approximation (LDA) result in 10.5 eV for
removing an oxygen atom from bulk (sixfold coordinated), 9.8 eV for remov-
ing an oxygen atom from the surface (fivefold coordinated) [114]. From plane
wave gradient corrected DFT a value of 9.48 eV has been computed as the
energy to remove an oxygen atom from the surface [118] with a cluster ap-
proach a formation energy of 9.07 eV has been derived [180]. The formation
energy is reduced to 9.0 eV and 8.1 eV for low coordinated oxygen ions at a
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step edge (fourfold coordinated) and at a corner site (threefold coordinated),
respectively [114]. The same trend (9.7, 8.1, 6.9, 5.6 eV for bulk, surface, step
edge, corner) has been computed by Hartree Fock calculations [179]. The val-
ues derived by Hartree Fock calculations are lower compared with the DFT
calculations because of the absence of correlation effects. However, LDA
is known to overestimate bond strength. The formation energy for neutral
vacancies follows the trend: bulk and subsurface > surface > step > corner.
Moreover, the Hartree Fock calculations [179] show the following trend in
stability: F0 > F+ > F2+ independent of the coordination. This trend can
be explained by the electronic structure of the defects. The electrons of the
F0 interact with the Madelung potential of the crystal and stabilize the de-
fect [179]. With a decreasing number of electrons the defects become less
stable, explaining the observed stability trend [172]. One might expect that
the electrons in the F0 and F+ color centers belong to one or more Mg2+ ions
of the cavity changing their oxidation states while being delocalized over the
3s level of one or several Mg2+ ions of the cavity. This is not the case. The
electrons of the F0 and the electron of the F+ color centers are located within
the center of the cavity formed by the surrounding Mg2+ ions [118, 181, 182].
Charge density distribution plots will be shown and discussed in chapter 5.

Divacancies have also been found to be quite stable and are energetically
less costly (formation energy terrace: 13.4 eV, step: 10.8 eV [183]) than a
pair of isolated anion and cation vacancies [172, 184]. The recombination of
isolated vacancies results in an energy gain of up to 12 eV [2]. The stability of
the divacancy at the surface is higher than in the bulk, therefore a migration
to the surface is expected at high temperatures. A divacancy has an electron
affinity of about 1 eV and can become a paramagnetic center. For a second
electron the affinity becomes negative and is thus not expected to be stable
[184].

The ionization potential of color centers have been calculated by DFT
[180] and Hartree-Fock [179, 185]. All the calculations that consider the
ionization energy (IE) of a corner, a step, the surface and bulk show the
following trend: IE(corner) > IE(step) > IE(surface) > IE(bulk) (compare
table 3.2). This trend is not obvious. Based on an electrostatic argumenta-
tion one would expect that the IE is inversely proportional to the electrostatic
potential. Neglecting geometric relaxation, the electrostatic potential is di-
rectly related to the Madelung constant which is smaller at low-coordinated
sites, in contrast to what was found for the IEs. The trend is not completely
described by electrostatics. The difference can be explained by considering
the spatial extent of the O 1s orbitals and comparing it with the electrons
trapped at an F0 center [179]. The core orbitals are very much contracted by
the strong nuclear potential while the trapped electrons in an F0 center are
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much more diffuse and interact with the neighboring ions [179]. This interac-
tion, although it is weak, gives rise to a Pauli repulsion, which is stronger for
high coordinated F centers and decreases for low-coordinated defects where
the electrons can extend towards the vacuum [179]. Table 3.2 shows the
ionization energies, relaxation energies and electron affinities calculated by
DFT [180] for different charge states of the F center situated at a terrace and
at an anion corner of MgO.

Table 3.2: Ionization (IE) and relaxation energies (RE) and electron affinities
(EA) of different charge states of the anion vacancy at a terrace and at an
anion corner of MgO [180].

Notation (see fig.3.7) Process Terrace [eV] Corner [eV]
IE(v) F0→ F0- e− 3.4 3.4
RE F0- e− → F+ 0.9 0.6

IE(v) F+ → F+- e− 5.6 6.6
RE F+- e− → F2+ 1.1 0.8

EA(v) F2+ → F2++ e− 3.4 5.0
EA(r) F2+ → F+ 4.5 5.8
EA(v) F+ → F++ e− 1.7 2.3
EA(r) F+ → F0 2.6 2.8

The notation in table 3.2 is explained in figure 3.7. IE(v) represents
the energy required for a ’vertical’ ionization, followed by the energy gain
due to relaxation effects RE. EA(v) shows the ’vertical’ affinity for fixed
nuclei positions around the cavity and EA(r) the affinity of a completely
relaxed structure. The data in table 3.2 shows the already discussed trend
of the ionization energy. Moreover, electrons associated to low-coordinated
oxygen vacancies are more strongly bound than in the corresponding high-
coordinated vacancies. The lattice surrounding the defect relaxes due to the
absence of an anion. This relaxation process has been analyzed in a number
of theoretical studies [118, 172, 179–182, 186]. All these studies have in
common that the Mg2+ ions move outward and the O2− ions move inward
with respect to the center of the defect [see figure 3.8(a,b)]. The relaxation
effects increase with the number of electrons trapped decreasing. For an F0

color center at the surface the relaxation is the smallest, about 3 % [118]
compared with the pristine surface Mg-O bonding distance. For the F+ color
center the relaxation increases to about 6-7 % [118] and for the F2+ to about
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Figure 3.7: Schematic explanation of the notation used in table 3.2 for the
ionization (IE) and relaxation energies (RE) as well as electron affinities
(EA). Reproduced from Ref. [180].

10 % [172, 181]. The relaxation effects increase slightly when the defects are
located at steps or corners [118]. The relaxation of the neutral divacancy
is comparable to the F0 center while it is almost absent for the negatively
charged divacancy [184].

For the diffusion of color centers or oxygen ions both have to interchange
their position. The barrier that has to be overcome depends on the charge
state of the color center involved. For the F0 and the F+ centers the diffusion
barriers are higher than for an F2+ center. The reason is that the interaction
of the trapped electrons lead to a repulsive interaction with the charge of
the oxygen ion [179]. This results in the following trend for the diffusion
barrier (DB) of an oxygen ion and the corresponding vacancy [179, 187]:
DB(F0) > DB(F+) > DB(F2+). Thus it is usually assumed that the F2+

centers are involved in the ion migration and therefore in ion conductivity
[188, 189]. For the diffusion of a sub-surface F2+ vacancy to the surface a
barrier of 2.9 eV has been derived by Hartree-Fock calculations [179]. The
barrier for an oxygen ion migrating from one terrace site to another terrace
site is about 1.6 eV, while it results in 0.7 eV for the migration from a step
site to a terrace vacancy [179]. Thus an F2+ center preferentially migrates
in the other direction from a high-coordinated to a low-coordinated surface
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Figure 3.8: (a) Oxygen vacancy at the MgO(001) surface. (b) Cut through a
defect along the dashed line indicated in (a). The arrows indicate the lattice
relaxation directions for Mg2+ and O2− ions. Magnesium ions relax outwards
while oxygen ions tend to relax inwards with respect to the vacancy center
[118]. For a better visualization the anions and cations have the same size.

site. The diffusion pathway of an oxygen ion diffusing from a filled to a
vacant site on the (001) surface follows a curved trajectory. At midpoint it
is 0.6 Å above the surface [179]. With increasing temperature the thermal
energy increases and the diffusion barriers are more likely to be overcome.
Thus at high temperatures the oxygen ions migrate from low-coordinated
sites to high-coordinated vacancies leaving a higher vacancy concentration
at the surface, step and corner sites [179].

From the argumentation of charge neutrality one can expect that the
charges of F+ and F2+ centers have to be compensated at least to a certain
amount by cation vacancies, so-called V centers [139]. Cation vacancies exist
in three different charge states, V0, V− and V2− resulting from the removal
of a Mg, Mg+ and Mg2+ atom/ion respectively. V centers have been ana-
lyzed in experimental [190, 191] and theoretical [114, 181, 192–195] studies.
Compared with the F centers much less work has been performed on the V
centers. One reason is that V centers are present in smaller concentrations
due to their high formation energies. To remove a cation from bulk and form
a V2− center requires an energy of about 13-20 eV [188, 194]. The trend
of the formation energy of V centers is comparable to the formation energy
trend of F centers. To create a V0 center in bulk requires an energy of 15 eV
while at the surface 13.5 eV are needed [195]. Therefore they tend to migrate
to the surface at high temperatures. Electrons that can be attributed to the
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V− and V2− centers are occupying levels near the top O 2p valence band and
are localized on the oxygen ions surrounding the defect [181]. The charge
interaction with the Madelung potential is responsible for the stability of the
V centers: V2− > V− > V0 [181]. The relaxation of the lattice around the V
center is for a neutral V0 the smallest and rises with increasing charge but is
slightly smaller than for the F centers, since the charge is not localized inside
the V center but on the surrounding oxygen ions [181].

However, the complexity of the properties of the color centers like charge
state, formation energy and stability increases when MgO thin films are
grown on a metal substrate. The properties of the color centers are affected
by: metal work function, distance to the metal substrate and therefore film
thickness, the position inside the film or the position on the surface like steps,
edges, corners. A detailed discussion of the influence of these parameters can
be found in Ref. [118]. The formation energy of an F0 defect on a terrace
of a 3 ML MgO film supported on Ag(001) is with 9.44 eV comparable to
the formation energy of the unsupported MgO layers 9.48 eV. Both values
have been calculated by plane wave gradient corrected DFT [118]. Also the
geometrical relaxation is quite similar (about 3 %).

A difference occurs in the density of states. For the unsupported MgO
layers the occupied F0 states have been calculated to be in the band gap
about 2.15 eV above the top of the valence band. If the film is supported
the states introduced by the defect are 2.35 eV above the valence band [118].
For comparison, it would be interesting to calculate with the same DFT code
used to calculate the formation energy of the above discussed F0 center, the
formation energies of an F+ and an F2+ center. This is not possible, since the
background for charge neutrality introduces a disruptive interaction [118].

However, the states introduced by the defect can be calculated with the
same approach. For an F+ center on a terrace the defect states are 1.75 eV
and 2.05 eV for the unsupported MgO and Ag supported 3 ML MgO thin
films, respectively, above the valence band [118]. Theoretical calculations for
F2+ defect states within the gap have not been published so far, however,
they are expected to be close to the MgO valence band [196]. Also the
states of divacancies have not been published or have not yet been calculated.
Table 3.3 summarizes the formation and relaxation energies. Since
DFT calculations underestimate the band gap only trends become obvious.
Figures 3.9(a,c) show energy levels for F0 and F+ color centers calculated by
a DFT embedded cluster method and experimentally determined values by
STS [figure 3.9(b)] that can be correlated to the calculated levels [95]. The
valence band (VB) is about 4.5 eV below the Fermi level and the conduction
band (CB) is about 2.2 eV above the Fermi level. The calculated unoccupied
states for an F+ center are about 1-2 eV above the Fermi level, while the
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Table 3.3: Formation energies and lattice relaxations for different defect types
in their ground state. The defects are either located at a surface terrace of
3 ML MgO supported on Ag(001) or on a surface terrace of unsupported 3
ML of MgO. The formation energies will decrease considerably when located
at edges, steps and corners. [118, 181]

type form. energy [eV] latt. relax. Ref.
F0 3 ML MgO/Ag 9.44 0.06 Å, 3 % [118]

F0 3 ML MgO 9.48 ≈0.06 Å, 3 % [118]
F+ 3 ML MgO/Ag - ≈ 0.13 Å, 6-7 % [118]

F+ 3 ML MgO 11-12 ≈ 0.13 Å, 6-7 % [118, 181]
F2+ 3 ML MgO/Ag - - -

F2+ 3 ML MgO 33-36 ≈ 0.2 Å, 10 % [179, 181]

occupied states are 1.5-2.5 eV below the Fermi level, thus defects with type I
signature have been attributed to F+ centers [see figure 3.9(a)]. Furthermore,
the energy levels depend on the local positions of the defects as already
discussed. For type II defect states at about ±1 eV have been observed.
These states are attributed to F0 color centers.

Optical spectra of thin MgO films have been studied in a number of
publications [197–200]. The experimental EELS data presented in Ref. [198]
show 5 distinct loss features (1.0, 1.3, 2.4, 2.8 and 3.4 eV). A primary electron
beam of 40 eV has been focused on the MgO thin film grown on Ag(001).
A clear understanding and assignment of the loss features with the help of
theory have not yet been achieved. The observed loss features have been
compared with offset reduced post Hartree Fock calculations [199]. The
offset meaning overestimation of the derived Hartree Fock values has been
estimated to be 1 eV [198]. Comparing theory and experiment leads to the
suggested assignment of loss features to F0 centers located at different surface
sites and color center dimers (M centers) as shown in table 3.4.

The transition from the singluet ground state to the triplet excited state
is a s-p like transition [118]. The decomposition of loss features originating
from F0, F+ and F2+ is difficult, since they are close in energy [201]. When
exposed to an oxygen background pressure the loss features disappear, which
is an indication that they are related to color centers close to the surface
[198]. However, for bulk color centers the calculations clearly show a blue
shift of additional 2.0 to 2.5 eV [202]. The discussed loss features appear after
electron bombardment of thin MgO films. For thicker films and/or higher
energies like those available from x-ray sources additional loss features can
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Figure 3.9: (a) Calculated energy levels of F+ centers on terrace and step
sites. (b) Energy level detected by STS for type I and type II defects. (c)
Calculated energy levels of F0 centers on terrace and step sites. The units in
(a), (b) and (c) are Volts. Figure reproduced from Ref. [95].

be observed [202] showing the complexity arising from different defect types
and sites.

The kinetics of F0 color center formation at the surface has been studied
by analyzing the loss intensity, used as a measure of defect concentration,
with respect to electron exposure in units of electrons per surface oxygen
atom [198] (figure 3.10).

The derived rate equation is of first order given by [198]

dn

dD
= a(1 − n) − bn ⇒ n(D) =

a

a + b

(

1 − e(a+b)D
)

. (3.5)

The first term describes the defect generation and the second term the de-
fect annihilation of surface color centers. Variable n represents the number
of surface oxygen atoms while b represents different mechanisms for defect
annihilation, like adsorption of atoms from the residual gas phase [198]. Bulk
defects have not been considered, since the loss features disappear when ex-
posed to an oxygen background pressure. The initial slope is given by

a = lim
n→0

(dn/dD) (3.6)
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Table 3.4: Suggested assignment of EELS features [198] with the help of
post Hartree Fock calcuations [199] for F0 color centers present at different
surface sites. The absorption wavelength λexp has been calculated based on
the experimental energy values. The experimentally determined loss features
at 1.0 and 1.3 eV are supposed to be related to M-centers.

Location Transition Ecalc [eV] Ecalc -1 eV [eV] Eexp [eV] λexp [nm]
terrace 1s→2px,y 4.72 3.72 3.4 364
terrace 1s→2pz 3.39 2.39 2.4 516

step 1s→2px,y 3.82 2.82 2.8 442
step 1s→2pz 2.92 1.92 - -

corner 1s→2px,y 2.6 1.60 - -
M-center - - - 1.0 , 1.3 1239 , 953

which is a measure for the cross section of color center generation [198].
Since the five loss peaks follow the same first order kinetics, it is concluded
that either only single defects are created during electron bombardment or
that color centers agglomerate, e.g., M centers are formed by a one step
process [198]. Deviations from a random formation of, e.g., M centers cause
a parabolic or higher order onset of the loss intensity vs electron exposure
curves, as has been observed for color center generation on NaCl films [203].
For the desorption process of neutral or ionic oxygen species an Auger decay
of core holes, created by electron bombardment, seems to be most likely
[122, 198]. This mechanism has been proposed by Knotek and Feibelman
[204, 205]. To create a core hole in the O 2s energy level an energy of about
17 eV is required. This hole can be refilled by electrons from the valence
band which are mainly located at the oxygen site.

The energy gained can be transferred to other valence band electrons that
are consequently emitted. This process is an intra atomic Auger process. If
the energy of the incident electrons is high enough to create a hole in the Mg
2p state (about 50 eV), the hole can be refilled by valence electrons and again
the energy gained will be sufficient to eject electrons from the valence band.
This process is an inter atomic process. The intra atomic decay is expected to
be much faster due to the larger overlap of wave functions. The oxygen ion
involved in the Auger process thus becomes neutral or positively charged.
Both types can leave the surface, while especially the positively charged
oxygen will be ejected due to the repulsive interaction with the Madelung
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Figure 3.10: Intensity evolution of loss peaks (EELS) as a function of electron
exposure at a bombardment energy of 200 eV. The corresponding losses are
indicated in eV. The electron exposure is in units of electrons per surface
oxygen atom. The solid lines have been fitted to a/(a+b)(1-e(a+b)D). Data
have been taken from Ref. [198].

potential of the surrounding cations [198, 206]. The energy required to release
a neutral or ionic oxygen considerably decreases with decreasing coordination
number as presented in table 3.3 for surface terrace defects [118].

The MGR mechanism as described by Menzel, Gomer and Redhead,
which is based on a one-electron Franck-Condon excitation from a bond-
ing to an antibonding state, is supposed to play a minor role, since for an
excited state the O2− is still attracted by the strong Madelung potential.

However, the number of defects and the type of defects generated depend
on a number of experimental parameters. The temperature, energy and
geometry of electron bombardment, the thickness of the MgO film and the
influence of secondary electrons generated in the metallic substrate have to
be taken into account. A detailed disentanglement of these parameters is
difficult and has so far not been achieved.

Finally the lifetimes of the considered defects play a significant role whether
the defects can contribute to chemical reactions or not, especially when thin
films are supported by a metal substrate. In that case charge can in principle
be transferred to the metal or vice versa. However, the importance of life-
times is discussed in literature [118] but no concrete answers have been pre-
sented so far. Since some of the discussed experiments have been performed
on the time scale of hours or in the case of low temperature environments
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days [50, 95], lifetimes seem to be long enough such that color centers can
be involved in chemical reactions as discussed.

3.5 Preparation of MgO Thin Films on Ag(001)

The preparation conditions of MgO on Ag(001) follow a route described in
Ref. [136] where a stoichiometric composition was observed. This procedure
has proven its applicability in many preparation cycles. The Ag(001) was
sputtered with Ar+ ions at a current density of 10 µA/cm2 and 800 V for
15 min. Afterwards, the Ag(001) was annealed to 690 K for 30 min. The
sputtering and annealing cycle was repeated several times. Mg was evap-
orated from a Knudsen cell in an oxygen atmosphere of 1 × 10−6 mbar, at
a substrate temperature of 560 K, and a deposition rate of about 1 ML of
MgO/min. The desired number of MgO layers can be grown onto the Ag(001)
by linear extrapolation of a sub-monolayer coverage to the desired number
of monolayers, assuming a constant sticking coefficient. This preparation
method is only possible if the reaction kinetics of Ag with oxygen is very
slow [207] compared with the reaction between Mg and O. Figures 3.11(a-c)
show LEED images of the bare Ag(001) and 3 ML MgO grown on Ag(001)
in the described manner.
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(b)(a)
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[100]

(c)
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[100]

Figure 3.11: LEED images of the (a) bare Ag(001) and (b,c) 3 ML
MgO grown on Ag(001). Primary electron energies are (a) EP = 60 eV,
(b) EP = 70 eV and (c) EP = 93 eV.





Chapter 4

Ag(001) Work Function Shift
Induced by the MgO film

The metal work function is a key parameter for charging adsorbates with
high electron affinity on thin oxide films grown on metal single crystal sur-
faces. Here the first experimental data for the work function shift of Ag(001)
induced by 1, 3 and 8 monolayers of MgO is measured in situ by three in-
dependent scanning probe techniques on the same surface area, making the
different approaches comparable. The methods to detect the work function
shift are based on the Kelvin probe force microscopy measuring the contact
potential difference (CPD), IT (z) curves and field emission resonances. The
motivation will be followed by the measurement procedure, the results and
discussion including a comparison with theoretical predictions.

4.1 Motivation

Oxide films of varying thickness have intensively been studied in the research
field of heterogeneous catalysis since they are often used as supports for cat-
alytically relevant metal particles and clusters [208]. While oxide films of
about 6 ML often already resemble bulk properties, films of about 1-3 ML
differ from those, therefore thin film systems can exhibit properties in their
own rights [1, 110]. Moreover, the film thickness has been found to be a
critical parameter to tune properties of adsorbed particles. Controlled by
the film thickness adsorbates might become charged and chemically active
or stay neutral and chemically inert [209]. The charging of Au and Pd clus-
ters of different size has recently been discussed by density functional theory
calculations for metal/MgO systems [210–213] and for MgO/Ag(001) [214].
While Au single atoms and clusters are charged [49, 131] Pd atoms and clus-

57
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ters have been found to be neutral [49]. The charging of single Au atoms and
clusters has experimentally been confirmed by STM investigations [49, 131].
Surprisingly Au, which is chemically inert, has been found to be chemically
active when it is charged [126, 215, 216]. Moreover, the charging affects the
adsorption energy as well as the adsorption site [210, 213]. The charge is sup-
posed to result from the oxide/metal, i.e. MgO/Ag(001) interface [210, 217].
For high coverages the negatively charged Au atoms (0.9 electrons/Au, Bader
analysis [213]) repel each other and form a superstructure [49]. However, the
charge transfer depends on the electronegativity of the adsorbate, thus Pd
atoms in contrast to Au stay neutral [49, 210], the work function of the
Ag(001) with MgO grown on top, and the tunneling length. The electroneg-
ativity depends on the adsorbate itself and the film thickness (controllable by
the growth procedure), which must not exceed the tunneling length. An in-
teresting parameter is the shift of the Ag work function induced by the MgO
layer grown on top. Moreover, these measurements are an ideal starting point
to investigate the experimental parameters necessary for investigations with
point defect resolution as demanded in chapter 5.

4.2 Preliminary Considerations

The work function, as one of the suggested key parameters for charge transfer,
is generally defined as the minimum potential the most loosely bound valence
electron in the solid has to overcome in order to be ejected into vacuum
outside the solid with zero kinetic energy at absolute zero temperature [218].
Therefore the work function Φm of a metal can be outlined as

Φm = eVexchange + eVdipole − EF , (4.1)

where EF is the Fermi energy, Vexchange results from electron-electron inter-
actions and thus from correlation effects and depends on the bulk electron
density. Vdipole represents the surface dipole that must be overcome by the
electrons and is responsible for each crystallographic orientation having a dif-
ferent work function. The work function of the metal Φm can be lowered or
increased depending on the dielectric/metal interface [129] resulting in Φm/d.

The model proposed by Schottky for a dielectric/metal interface forming
a Schottky barrier with a height given by the difference of the top of the
valence band and the metal work function is not applicable in general. The
reason for this is that there is no charge transfer across the Schottky barrier,
however the metal induced gap states (MIGS), as discussed in section 3.3, can
act as electron donor or acceptor states depending on their position within
the gap. Therefore, charge transfer across the metal dielectric interface can
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Figure 4.1: The two major contributions to the work function shift (a) charge
transfer at the interface and (b) electrostatic compression effect due to the
adhesion of the dielectric media on the metal surface. Both terms affect the
surface dipole µ and hence the metal work function. In analogy to Ref. [130].

occur. Density functional theory calculations have shown that charge transfer
affects the work function Φm/d. Especially negative charges above the metal
increase the surface dipole and lead to an increase in work function. Positive
charges above the metal surface decrease the surface dipole (or even change
the sign) resulting in a lowering of the work function [compare figure 4.1(a)]
[130]. The shift of the metal work function ∆Φ = Φm/d − Φm can have,
beside the charge transfer, two further contributions. The electrons of the
bare metal surface spill out of the metal and decay into the vacuum, creating
a surface dipole. With a dielectric medium grown on a metal surface the
electrons decaying into the vacuum are pushed back into the metal surface,
thus the surface dipole decreases [see figure 4.1(b)]. The contribution of this
compression effect strongly depends on the adhesion energy of the dielectric
medium on the metal. For high adhesion energies the bonding distances
are smaller and therefore the compression effect is stronger than for small
adhesion energies and large bonding distances. A third effect that has to be
considered in some cases is the relaxation of the interface. Thus the shift can
be outlined as [130]

∆Φ = ∆ΦCT + ∆Φcomp + ∆ΦIR (4.2)

with ∆ΦCT as the shift due to charge transfer processes, ∆Φcomp as the shift
resulting from the compression of the electron wave functions back into the
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metal and ∆ΦIR originating from the interface relaxation. The charge trans-
fer effect dominates the work function change of films interacting strongly
with the metal substrate while the compression effect is dominant for highly
ionic films like MgO [130]. For metals like Ag ∆ΦIR ≈ 0 is valid since the
surface relaxation is quite small [130]. Table 4.1 shows some important prop-
erties of MgO grown on Ag(001) and Mo(001).

Table 4.1: Important properties of MgO on Ag(001). For comparison values
of MgO on Mo(001) are presented. N represents the number of layers, d
the interface distance, ∆µ/S the surface dipole change with respect to the
pristine metal, CT/S the net charge transfer per surface area, Eadh/Sint the
energy per interface area, Φ is the work function of the pristine metal, ∆Φ
is the change of the metal work function due to the MgO overlayer(s). Data
taken from Ref. [129].

d ∆µ/S CT/S Eadh/Sint ∆Φm/d ∆Φ
N [Å] [q/Å] [q/Å2] [eV/Å2] [eV] [eV]

MgO/Ag(001) 1 2.62 0.0053 0.0101 0.031 3.29 -1.01
2 2.73 0.0065 0.0050 0.022 3.10 -1.20
3 2.73 0.0064 0.0055 0.023 3.12 -1.18

MgO/Mo(001) 1 2.10 0.0097 0.0161 0.153 2.52 -1.67
2 2.15 0.0118 0.0090 0.135 2.05 -2.14
3 2.14 0.0118 0.0093 0.136 2.05 -2.14

The difference in metal work function for MgO on Ag(001) and on Mo(001)
is about 1 eV. This difference has its origin in the adhesion energies of MgO
on Ag(001) and Mo(001), which is 6 times larger for MgO on Mo(001). The
stronger adhesion energy results in a shorter interface distance and thus in a
stronger compression of the metal electrons leading to their polarization and
therefore in a stronger shift of the surface dipole resulting in a larger work
function shift ∆Φ.
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4.3 Measurement Procedure

From electrostatic tip-sample interactions, as deduced in section 2.3.2, work
function differences can be measured based on the equation

Fel =
1
2

dC

dz

(

US − ∆Φ
|q|

)2

. (4.3)

The change in ∆Φ when going from the clean Ag(001) to 1, 3 and 8 ML
MgO was determined at constant x, y and z positions, i.e. during each
measurement the tip position was constant. The bias voltage was swept and
the parabolic behavior of the electrostatic force was detected as the resonance
frequency shift. Since the z position is constant, only the change of the long
range electrostatic force is detected while contributions to the frequency shift
from other forces result in a frequency shift offset which does not contain
information on the work function shift and can therefore be subtracted. Since
the maxima of the parabolae in figure 4.3 are given by ∆Φ/|q| = US (compare
equation 4.3), the shift of the maximum along the abscissa provides the
information of interest. In a single measurement: ∆Φ = Φsample − Φtip. By
taking the difference ∆ΦMgO/Ag − ∆ΦAg the effect of the tip can be canceled
and the Ag(001) work function shift can be derived. However, stable tip-
sample conditions are a prerequisite for reproducible measurements.

The second method applied to characterize the shift in the metal work
function utilizes the STM mode of the dual mode setup. The oscillation of
the tip was disabled and the tip was situated at a fixed lateral position. The
tip was moved towards the sample surface while the tunneling current was
recorded simultaneously with the z displacement of the tip. The tunneling
current exponentially depends on the z displacement as described by Binnig
and Rohrer [219, 220] by the well-known equation

IT (z) ∝ exp
(

−2z
√

2mΦap/h̄2
)

, (4.4)

where m is the mass of the electron and Φap the apparent barrier height.
A typical curve is shown in figure 4.4(a). The graph shows the exponential
dependence of IT on z. The inset presents a logarithmic plot of the same
data. The apparent barrier height can be calculated from an exponential fit
or from the slope of the logarithmic plot [221].

The third method applied to identify the shift in the Ag(001) work func-
tion is based on field emission resonances (FER), operating the microscope in
the STM mode. If the applied bias voltage exceeds the work function, elec-
trons can form standing waves in the vacuum gap between tip and sample.
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The standing waves are the eigenstates of the sample-vacuum-tip potential
and are also known as Gundlach states. A detailed consideration of field
emission resonances is given in section 2.4.5. Since the detection of a large
number of resonance states requires high voltages, tip changes are very likely
in constant height mode due to the high electric field. Thus the feedback
loop was closed to keep the tunneling current constant. The tip was not
oscillating and the FER were taken at constant lateral position while the
bias voltage was swept [see figure 4.5(a)]. For the analysis of the data the
equation 4.5 has been used. The condition for the FER to occur is than given
by [99]

En = eUn = ΦS +

(

3πh̄e

2
√

2m

)2/3

ǫ2/3n2/3 , (4.5)

where e is the charge of an electron, Un is the voltage of the n-th resonance,
ΦS is the sample work function, ǫ is the electric field and n is the number of
the n-th resonance. This equation does not account for the image potential
which rounds off the corners of the potential [97] between tip and sample.
The influence of the image potential mainly affects resonances with small n.
Thus the first resonance of the spectra was excluded from the data analysis.
By fitting equation the 4.5 to Un vs n the work function of the different sample
systems and the shift by taking the difference to the bare Ag(001) can be
determined. All the three techniques have in common that stable tips are a
prerequisite, which has been checked before and after the measurements by
comparing contrasts in images. Furthermore the measured curves themselves
show artifacts if tip changes occur. In addition the reproducibility of the
derived values are an indication of stable tip-sample conditions.

4.4 Results and Discussion

The surfaces investigated are presented in figure 4.2. The three techniques
with high local resolution, which have already been discussed, have been
applied on the clean Ag(001) surface, on 0.5 monolayer (ML) (effectively
1 ML high islands), 3 and 8 ML MgO on Ag(001). Figure 4.2(a) shows
terraces of the clean Ag(001) surface, while (b) presents MgO islands and
(c) 3 ML MgO grown on Ag(001). The surface structure of the 8 ML film is
indistinguishable from the 3 ML film by FM-DFM and STM images.

Representative curves showing contact potential difference measurements
on clean Ag(001) and 3 ML MgO/Ag(001) are shown in figure 4.3. As pre-
viously discussed the shift along the abscissa results from the work function
shift. The dashed and dotted lines are fits to parabolae to determine the
positions of the corresponding maxima.
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a b c

Figure 4.2: STM images: (a) bare Ag(001), 20 × 20 nm2, US = 10 mV,
IT = 1 nA. (b) MgO islands (0.5 ML) grown on Ag(001), 50 × 50 nm2,
US = 3.5 V, IT = 400 pA. (c) MgO film of 3 ML on Ag(001), 30 × 30 nm2,
US = 3.5 V, IT = 200 pA.

A typical tunneling current vs z displacement curve is shown in figure
4.4. With the equation 4.4 the apparent barrier height can be determined.

Nevertheless, it is not straightforward to extract the work function from
the apparent barrier height. Controversial statements have been made in the
past. In his theoretical considerations Lang [220] claims a convergence of Φap

to Φ for large z displacements, while Chen [42] in his theoretical approach
shows that Φap stays constant till point contact. The latter has been con-
firmed by Besenbacher et al. [222] in an experiment. They point out that it
is crucial to measure US simultaneously to IT (z), due to the finite impedance
of the tunneling current amplifier. This effect is mainly a consequence of
the deviation of the amplifier from an ideal amplification. Thus a voltage
drop occurs at the input of the amplifier. Furthermore, the resistance of the
bias voltage supply can cause additional voltage deviations. Therefore for
performing these experiments a highly advanced current amplifier is neces-
sary in combination with a stable bias voltage supply. Moreover, the bias
voltage might deviate from the set value due to elastic deformations within
the tunneling gap [222]. These deformations reduce the tip-sample distance
in a non-linear way, which can affect the tunneling current significantly. De-
pending on the stiffness of tip and sample the relaxation effect occurs with
the tip a few Ångström above the surface. The IT (z) curves taken within
these investigations do not show deviations from exponential behavior (see
figure 4.4), thus relaxation effects are not supposed to be crucial in these
measurements.

Figure 4.5(a) shows field emission resonances. The first resonance is in-
dicated. While figure 4.5(b) shows a set of resonance peak positions vs bias
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Figure 4.3: Contact potential measurements on clean Ag(001) (dashed
parabola fit) and on 3 ML MgO/Ag(001) (dotted parabola fit). The dashed-
dotted line indicates the shift of the work function. For each curve the tip
position was constant.

voltage as derived from measurements equivalent to figure 4.5(a). The blue
solid line is a fit to the equation 4.5, from which the work function of the
Ag(001) surface can be derived as one of the fitting parameters.

The results of the three independent techniques are listed in table 4.2.
The first column represents the number of MgO layers grown on the Ag(001)
by the growth method previously stated. The MgO islands were effectively
one monolayer high. The second column presents theoretical values calcu-
lated by Pacchioni et al. [130]. The calculations are based on density func-
tional theory (DFT) using the generalized gradient approximation (PW-91
functional) [223] implemented in the VASP program [224, 225] which uses a
plane wave basis set and a projector augmented wave (PAW) method [226]
for the treatment of core electrons. The third to fifth columns show the ex-
perimental data. Considering the CPD measurements good agreement with
theory for the work function shift can be found except for the MgO islands.
The experimental value of -0.5 eV is too small compared with the theoretical
value of -0.94 eV. This discrepancy arises from an averaging effect.

Due to the long range nature of the electrostatic force the area of tip and
sample involved in the CPD measurements is larger than the MgO islands,
thus measurements average over MgO covered areas and the bare Ag(001).
Furthermore at tip-sample distances of about 3 nm above the surface [see
figure 4.6(a)] the measured work function shift on a MgO island (crosses)
and on the bare Ag(001) (circles) between the islands are indistinguishable.
When the tip gets closer to the surface the shift measured on the MgO
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Figure 4.4: Tunneling current vs distance relation, i.e. IT (z) curve (inset
shows a logarithmic plot). Dashed line indicates exponential fit.

island and the Ag diverge. The maximum difference is -0.5 eV taken at
a tip position 200 pm closer to the surface than the set-point. Note that
the zero position of the z displacement belongs to the set-point US = −2 V,
IT = 500 pA. At closer distances tip changes occurred while sweeping the
bias voltage although the bias sweep was limited from -2 V to +2 V. The
divergence of the shift at close distances clearly shows an increase in lateral
resolution of the work function shift. To explain the increase in resolution,
the attractive electrostatic interaction of tip and sample has been simulated
by a one dimensional model. The tip is represented by a single atom while
the surface is given by a line of 25 atoms [see figure 4.6(b)].

Table 4.2: Comparison of experimental and theoretical data. († data from
Ref. [130], ‡ data from Ref. [129], *calculated for 1 monolayer.)

number of theory experiment
MgO layers CPD IT (z) FER
on Ag(001) ∆Φ [eV] ∆Φ [eV] ∆Φap [eV] ∆Φ [eV]
MgO island -0.94*† -0.5 -2.0 -1.2

3 -1.18‡ , -1.27† -1.1 -1.4 -1.4
8 -1.1 -1.2 -1.3

The interaction of the tip atom with the surface atoms has been calculated
in analogy to Ref. [51] by the summation of pair potentials. For the pair
potential a Coulomb potential has been chosen with a negative and positive
charge resulting in an attractive electrostatic potential (compare section 2.3.2
and equation 4.3). Therefore the tip atom sample interaction results in
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Vts =
N∑

i

Vi = Vj +
N∑

m6=j

Vm , (4.6)

where Vj is the interaction of the tip atom with the surface atom directly
beneath the tip.

∑N
m6=j Vm describes the interaction of the tip atom with all

other surface atoms except the one at position rj directly under the tip. The
pair potential Vi is given by the Coulomb interaction

Vi =
q1 q2

4πǫ0

1
ri

, (4.7)

where ǫ0 is the dielectric constant, q1, q2 are the charges of the tip and a
surface atom at distance ri respectively. Thus ri is given by
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Figure 4.6: (a) Work function shift vs z displacement. The crosses were
taken on the MgO islands while the circles indicate measurements between
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tip-sample interaction (not all surface atoms considered in the simulation are
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the tip. The dashed line indicates the force Fts between the tip atom and all
surface atoms. (d) Ratio Fj/Fts see text.
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ri =
√

(xq1
− xq2,i)2 + (yq1

− yq2,i)2 + (zq1
− zq2,i)2 . (4.8)

Thus the force between the tip and the N surface atoms summarizes to

Fts(z) = −∂Vts

∂z
= − ∂

∂z



Vj +
N∑

m6=j

Vm





= Fj(z) +
q1 q2

4πǫ0

N∑

m6=j

1
r2

m

z

rm

. (4.9)

The term z/rm accounts for the fact that only force components in z direction
result in a frequency shift. Fj(z) and Fts(z) have been calculated for different
z displacements [see figure 4.6(c)]. The solid line in figure 4.6(c) represents
the force Fj between the tip atom and the surface atom directly beneath it.
The dashed line indicates the force between the tip and all surface atoms
Fts. Figure 4.6(d) presents the ratio of these interactions, therefore it is
defined by: ratio=Fj/Fts. This ratio clearly indicates that the contribution
to the force of the atom directly beneath the tip increases with decreasing
tip-sample separation. Therefore the increase in resolution for the CPD
measurements on MgO islands with decreasing z separations as shown in
figure 4.6(a) can be explained. Nevertheless a further resolution enhancement
meaning operating at closer distances, however, was not possible due to the
mentioned tip instabilities. On the 3 ML and 8 ML MgO film this averaging
effect is not important since the layers cover large areas. The detected values
for the work function shift from CPD are close to theory. The standard
deviation of the CPD measurements presented in table 4.2 is about 11 %.
However, an absolute determination of the work function is not possible
with this technique, since the electrostatic force is only sensitive to the work
function difference (compare equation 4.3).

For the IT (z) measurements a value of ∆Φap = −2.0 eV for 0.5 ML MgO
on Ag(001) has been derived, which is considerably larger than the calculated
DFT value, despite the high lateral resolution due to the exponential tunnel-
ing dependence on z. The derived values on 3 ML and 8 ML MgO broadly
correspond with the theory. Nevertheless the standard deviation of this
method is the largest about 20 %. The absolute value for the work function
measured on the clean Ag(001) surface by IT (z) curves is ΦAg = 4.1 ± 0.6 eV,
which matches the value of 4.23 eV calculated by DFT [130] and a value de-
rived from UPS measurements of 4.22 ± 0.04 eV [227].

Considering the FER the experimental and theoretical data for the work
function shift correspond well. The measurements on the 0.5 ML MgO film
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benefit from the previously discussed dependency of the tunneling current
resulting in a value of ∆Φ = −1.2 eV. The standard deviation is about 11
%. From the fit to the equation 4.5 the electric field ǫ between tip and
sample can be calculated resulting in ≈ 2 V/nm. The absolute value of the
clean Ag(001) surface results in ΦAg = 4.5 ± 0.1 eV, which is slightly too high
compared with literary values.

Overall the three techniques show no significant change in the metal work
function when going from 3 to 8 ML MgO. This indicates that the work
function shift is built up within the first layers and is dominated by the
MgO/Ag interface. Since the Ag(001) work function with the MgO grown
on top decreases, the Fermi level of the Ag is lifted such that the energy
levels of Au adatoms, with their high electron affinity, are just below the
Fermi level [111, 210, 214]. Therefore electrons can tunnel from the metal
support to the metal atom or cluster. Also a charge transfer in the opposite
direction has been proposed [214]. The states of deposited K species are
just above Fermi level, therefore they will transfer their valence electron to
the metal and become positively charged. Charge transfer is of course only
possible if the film thickness does not exceed the tunneling length and is
therefore an effect related to thin films.

4.5 Conclusion

The metal work function shift of 0.5 ML, 3 ML and 8 ML MgO grown on
Ag(001) has been investigated. The work function shift is one of the key
parameters for charging adsorbed particles having a high electron affinity
like Au deposited on defect poor MgO layers. Therefore the work function
shift is essential for the catalytic properties of Au/MgO/Ag(001) and makes
these thin films a research area in there own right [1, 110], since their behav-
ior is different to Au on thick films or bulk MgO. The CPD measurements
average over a surface area with a radius of 10-15 nm. On the 3 and 8 ML
film the averaging effect is not an issue and the derived values are in good
agreement with the theory. However, on 0.5 ML the averaging of the sur-
face area does effect the detected shift. The resolution could be enhanced at
close tip-sample proximities. This resolution enhancement is explained by a
simulation. The contribution to the force signal of the atom directly under
the tip increases with decreasing tip-sample distance. Nevertheless the CPD
value on 0.5 ML is too small and the increase in resolution was limited by
tip instabilities. To derive the work function shift from IT (z) curves is not
straightforward. Moreover, this method is highly affected by the experimen-
tal conditions. In consequence it might not be surprising that this method
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shows the largest standard deviation for the methods used here. The FER
analysis on all sample systems agrees with the theory and is featured by their
stable detection conditions resulting in a small standard deviation. Beside
the interesting research background of the work function and its important
role in adsorption processes like in catalysis this paper presents an in situ
comparison of three independent methods on the same surface area gained
by a dual mode DFM/STM setup.



Chapter 5

Identification and
Characterization of Color
Centers

Electron transfer processes play an important role in chemical reactions in
general and in catalysis in particular. Surface defects are crucial in catalysis
as oxide surfaces are often present either as supports or directly as catalysts.
Oxygen vacancies on MgO i.e. color centers are electron trapping sites and
are therefore supposed to be involved in electron transfer processes on the
MgO surfaces. The trapped electrons in the color centers can be provided
to adsorbates such as Au atoms, or color centers can be directly involved in
chemical reactions on the surface. In the following color centers on the MgO
surface will be identified by their charge state.

5.1 Motivation

The perfect MgO surface is quite inert while a defect rich surface shows a
high and complex chemical reactivity [2]. To make progress in understand-
ing possible reaction pathways a detailed characterization of color centers is
highly desired. Information about their local position and thus coordination,
electronic structure, local potential and possible adsorbate interaction are of
fundamental interest.

However, to distinguish single point defects on a local scale, techniques
having a high lateral resolution are a prerequisite. Therefore a dual mode dy-
namic force microscope in combination with a scanning tunneling microscope
have been employed. The benefit of this dual mode setup is the possibility to
employ both techniques on the same surface area with the same tip. Further-

71
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more the setup has been designed for high resolution measurements making
it the perfect tool to investigate the properties of interest in real space at the
atomic level.

5.2 Results and Discussion

To investigate color centers at the atomic level 3 ML and 6 ML MgO thin films
have been prepared on Ag(001) in the way presented in section 3.5. However,
the presented measurements show the same trends for both film thicknesses.
Since the intrinsic defect density of the film is very low 1016 to 1018 defects/cm2,
color centers have been generated by operating the microscope in the STM
mode at high currents IT = 6 nA and high voltages US = 7 V. Therefore
clean and well grown MgO areas have been selected to ensure defined condi-
tions. The defects are preferentially located at kinks, corners and step edges.
An FM-DFM image of a MgO step edge with point defects is shown in figure
5.1. Beside FM-DFM images, STM images have been recorded at different

[100]

[010]

Figure 5.1: FM-DFM image of 21 × 9 nm2 measured at a resonance fre-
quency shift of ∆f = −1.6 Hz , an oscillation amplitude of Aosc = 340 pm
and US = −50 mV. Defects are indicated by circles.

bias voltages mapping different available states of the defects (figure 5.2).
The z displacements of both techniques show a strong peak at the position
of the defect. From a structural point of view the positions of the defects
are ”holes” i.e. missing oxygen atoms in the lattice. These measurements
with point defect resolution enable tip positioning above the defect. At the
position of the defects the feedback either on ∆f or IT has been switched off
to keep the tip height constant. Afterwards the frequency shift vs applied
bias voltage has been measured and compared to equivalent measurements at
the same height close to the defect. The parabolic behavior of the resonance
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Figure 5.2: STM images at different voltages of point defects on
MgO/Ag(001) generated by the tip. Scan range: 40 × 30 nm2. The point de-
fects can be assigned to negatively charged divacancies (DV−) and F0 defects.
(a) Typical topography STM image of MgO/Ag(001). The positions of the
defects are hardly distinguishable from the MgO. US = 3.5 V, IT = 20 pA.
(b) At US = 1.5 V, IT = 20 pA the defects appear as clear protrusions. (c,d)
For US = −1.5 V and -3.5 V only the F0 defects appear as protrusions.

frequency shift curves has been analyzed resulting from the electrostatic force
between tip and sample given by [45, 46, 50, 228]

Fel =
1

2 C2
Σ

∂C1

∂z

(

n q + C2

(

US − ∆Φloc

|q|

))2

, (5.1)

where CΣ(z) = C1(z)+C2, with C1(z) as the capacity between tip and defect,
C2 as the capacity between defect and substrate. The local defect charge is
represented by while n represents the number of elementary charges. An
additional term representing the capacity between the tuning fork’s back-
electrode and the substrate can be added to equation 5.1, but is irrelevant
for point defect resolution.

The electrostatic force is always attractive, due to the parabolic depen-
dency (compare equation 5.1) and therefore independent of the bias voltage
sign. Details of the electrostatic tip-sample interaction have been discussed
in section 2.3.2. The maximum of the parabola depends on the defect charge
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q and the local potential ∆Φloc also known as the local work function. How-
ever, as measured and discussed in chapter 4 the MgO thin film shifts the
Ag(001) work function by about 1.1 eV. This level is set as the reference
level measured on the MgO surface and relative shifts are related to this
level. From measurements of numerous defects four different types have been
distinguished by their maximum position of the resonance frequency shift vs
bias voltage parabola. The results are collocated in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The left labeling assigns numbers to the defects. The graph shows
the relative shift of the local potential ∆Φrel with respect to the MgO surface
(bottom abscissa) and the absolute shift ∆Φabs with respect to the Ag(001)
level (top abscissa), both shifts include the local charge. The covered range
in the shifts results from measurements with different local resolutions due
to different tip structures. The energy level scheme presents the different
energy level of the defect types and their local potential shifts. The labeling
on the right gives the assignment (AS) of the defect types.

To the left in figure 5.3 the four types are indicated by numbers and the
MgO reference level is given (red bar). The graph presents the positions of
the maxima of the parabolas with respect to the reference MgO level (bottom
absissa) and with respect to the Ag(001) level (top absissa), while the energy
scheme shows the energetic levels and their shifts.
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For type I defects shifts of −50 to −25 meV below the MgO level have
been observed. These significant shifts can be explained by the presence of
positively charged defects with respect to the surrounding area resulting in
a decrease in the local potentials as indicated in the local energy scheme
in figure 5.3. The charge density distribution is significantly reduced at
the positions of the defects compared with the surrounding MgO lattice as
shown in figure 5.4(a). The presence of charges localized at the positions of
the defects induces a work function shift in the Ag(001) substrate in analogy
to the Helmholtz equation [218] ∆Φ = 4πeµσ, where µ is the dipole moment
induced by the localized charge at the site of the defect and the screening
charge in the Ag(001) substrate, σ is the surface concentration and e is the
elementary electron charge. However, the full complexity is not covered by
the Helmholtz equation and calculations are still desired.

For defect type II the shift changes its sign and shows a shift of ≈ +9
meV. This shift can be assigned to an F+. For an F+ the overall charge
is positive, but on a very local scale the single electron has a probability
above the surface as derived by density functional calculations [118, 196].
The charge density distribution for an F+ center is plotted in figure 5.4(b).
The charge density spills out of the site of the defect and has therefore a
probability above the surface. The spill out of the negative charge changes
the local dipole moment such that the local potential increases compared
with the MgO/Ag(001) reference level. The electron charge is symmetrically
distributed along the surface normal with its charge maximum located in the
center of the defect.

Defect type III results in a shift of about +15 to +20 meV above the
MgO level. The shift results from two charges present in a defect site and
is thus attributed to an F0 color center. An F0 is neutral compared to the
surrounding MgO lattice, but due to Coulomb repulsion the two electrons
have a large probability density above the surface as visible in figure 5.4(c).
The charges are as for type II symmetrically distributed and located in the
center of the defect. Therefore the charge does not belong to any Mg2+ site
surrounding the defect. Thus the oxidation state of the surrounding lattice
is not affected by the trapped charges. The spill out of the charges results in
a stronger dipole moment compared to defect type II. Overall the measured
shift is about twice as large as that for defect type II.

The strongest positive shift on the relative scale is that of type IV. The
strong shift indicates that negative charges might be involved. Therefore
this shift might result from divacancies (DV) or OH groups trapped at low
coordinated Mg2+ sites. It is known that OH groups can trap electrons [229].
However, OH groups and other adsorbates can be excluded since all defects
occur only after high voltage and high current scanning and are not present
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(b)

(d) (e)

(a) (c)

Figure 5.4: Charge density distributions of (a) F2+, (b) F+, and (c) F0 color
centers. Size of (a-c) 6 × 6 nm2. (d) Charge density distribution of a neutral
divacancy and (e) a negative divacancy with a trapped electron. Size of (d, e)
8.5 × 6 nm2. Isolines separation (a-e): 8 × 10−3 e/Å3, cutted off at 0.5 e/Å3.
DFT calculations were performed in the workgroup of G. Pacchioni, Milano,
Italy. With courtesy of G. Pacchioni.

on regular terraces and steps. With the scan parameters discussed above,
adsorbates would be removed from the scan area. Furthermore the defects
occur only within the scanned frame and not outside. Therefore favored can-
didates are divacancies formed at step and corner sites since the formation
energy is lowest here. The stability of divacancies and their electron affin-
ity for trapping electrons have been confirmed by DFT calculations [183].
A divacancy is neutral compared with the surrounding MgO, since a Mg-O
unit is missing. Due to the electron affinity of 0.6 − 1 eV electrons can be
trapped by the DV for example from the tunneling junction and the DV
becomes negatively charged. The charge density distributions of a neutral
DV and charged DV− are depicted in figure 5.4(d) and (e) respectively. The
trapped electron of the DV− is strongly localized at the Mg2+ site due to
the attractive Coulomb interaction. Since the DV− is negatively charged
with respect to the surrounding MgO area the additional dipole moment
will increase the work function resulting in the largest positive shift on the
relative scale. The covered ranges in the maximum positions are supposed
to originate from different tip structures however the reproducibility for two
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measurements directly after each other is within ±2 meV. Therefore all de-
fects types analyzed show a characteristic fingerprint due to different charge
states.

The measurements based on FM-DFM are supported by complementary
STS measurements. The STS measurements have been performed directly
after the local contact potential measurements without moving the tip later-
ally. Thus for all defects the local density of states (LDOS) has been detected.
To prevent tip changes, when doing STS at high voltages, the feedback on
the tunneling current was switched on, and dz/dUS was detected. The dis-
cussion of this technique is given in section 2.4.4. The spectra measured
on the defects are compared with MgO spectra on the terrace next to the
defect. The MgO reference spectra show no peaks within the voltage regime
due to the band gap (compare figure 5.5 red lines). The spectra taken on the
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Figure 5.5: The left labels indicate the defect types by numbers. The left
graph shows STS spectra of the respective defect. The right graph presents
the maxima of the STS data. The covered abscissa range accounts for the
statistics of the peak positions. The identification of defect types with color
centers and negatively charged divacancies (DV−) according to the theory is
implemented to the right.

F2+ show peaks only in the unoccupied regime at voltages of ≈ +1 V above
the Fermi level (see figure 5.5). The F+ centers have both occupied and
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unoccupied electronic states within the band gap. The electronic states are
located within the band gap of MgO. The occupied states are quite broadly
distributed from −3.5 V to −2.0 V below the Fermi level, depending on the
defect location on the film [95]. The empty states are at ≈ +1 V above the
Fermi level. Considering the F0 color center the doubly occupied state is
higher in energy ≈ −1 V below the Fermi level, while the position of the
unoccupied state is similar to F+ centers.

The negatively charged divacancies only show a clear feature in the empty
states at about +1 V. The corresponding occupied shallow state is expected
to be very close to the Fermi level, i.e. in a region where the experiment
cannot clearly detect states. However F0 and DV− are equally frequent and
represent ≈ 85 % of the total defects. F+ color centers are much less frequent
≈ 10 % and F2+ centers about 5 %. These findings are in good agreement
with the high formation energies of F2+ centers. By comparing the STS
peak positions in figure 5.5 it becomes obvious that F2+ and DV− defects
are hardly distinguishable by their electronic structure but show a significant
difference in the local potential due to the effect of the locally trapped charge
on the surface dipole.

5.3 Conclusion

Four of the major defect types on MgO, which are those the mostly discussed
in literature, have been characterized by their charge state and finally identi-
fied by complementary application of FM-DFM and STS in combination with
DFT results [118]. The preferential positions of the defects at corners, kinks
and steps could be confirmed. In addition the local potential based on the
charge state and electronic signature has been measured and analyzed. The
electronic states of the defects are located within the band gap of the MgO
surface. The identification of surface defects by FM-DFM was performed for
the first time. This possibility of FM-DFM opens the way to investigate bulk
oxide systems in more detail in the future, which is however, not possible by
STM, since it is limited to conducting samples.



Chapter 6

Attractive Interaction on F0

Color Centers

This chapter discusses the interaction of metal atoms and clusters with an
F0 color center as one of the most frequent color centers on the MgO surface.
The adsorbate defect interaction has been mimicked by a dynamic force mi-
croscope tip measuring the interaction with an F0 defect on the MgO(001)
surface. The experimental findings are complemented by density functional
theory calculations performed in the workgroup of Gianfranco Pacchioni.

6.1 Motivation

The influence of color centers on chemical reactions is intensively discussed
in literature. From calculations it has been proposed that color centers are
directly involved in chemical reactions [181, 182] e.g. as adsorption sites
due to more attractive defect adsorbate interactions compared with the pris-
tine MgO surface. However, in principle color centers could be indirectly
involved in chemical reactions since they might be less attractive compared
with regular sites, forcing adsorbates into local energy minima far away from
the positions of the defects. In the following for the first time experimental
measurements show whether F0 color centers are attractive or repulsive with
respect to the surrounding MgO lattice.

6.2 Results and Discussion

The experiments have been performed on 3 and 6 ML MgO thin MgO films
with no significant difference. The MgO films have been prepared, as dis-
cussed in section 3.5. Starting points were clean and well grown MgO sur-
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faces. The defects were created by scanning the MgO surface at high voltages
US = 7 V and currents IT = 6 nA. Typical adsorbates desorb at these scan-
ning conditions and can therefore be excluded as possible protrusions within
the observed images. The defects were characterized by contact potential
and STS measurements as described in chapter 5.

The perfect tool to analyze the interaction of an adsorbate with a color
center is the dynamic force microscope. Based on the high local resolution
FM-DFM images as shown in figure 5.1 are the starting point for adsorbate
defect interaction studies. The tip, representing the adsorbate, scans later-
ally across the defect positions at constant height along the step direction.
The simultaneously measured resonance frequency shift ∆f and tunneling
current IT give insights into the local surface potential as well as into the
local electronic structure. The corresponding results of such an experiment
are shown in figure 6.1 where the tip scans across an F0 defect. The iden-
tification of the color center has been performed in analogy with chapter 5.
The three stacked graphs show the simultaneously recorded oscillation am-
plitude, the resonance frequency shift and the tunneling current. The colored
traces indicate constant height scans at different tip-sample separations. At
the different tip-sample distances the oscillation amplitude can be consid-
ered as constant, which is a prerequisite, since the frequency shift scales with
amplitude (compare equation 2.28 and Ref. [61]).

Since the tunneling current exponentially depends on the tip-sample dis-
tance, at the largest separation it vanishes and the resonance frequency shift
is a consequence of the long range force background arising from electro-
static and van-der-Waals forces. The averaged resonance frequency shift at
the largest separation is about ∆f = −0.52 Hz. By decreasing the tip-sample
distance by 0.5 Å the modulus of the tunneling current and the resonance
frequency shift increase at the position of the defect. The tunneling current
results in IT = −0.5 nA and the resonance frequency shift in ∆f = −0.75 Hz
at the position of the defect. Decreasing the tip-sample separation by an-
other 0.5 Å results in a tunneling current of IT = −9.9 nA and a resonance
frequency shift of ∆f = −1.13 Hz at the position of the defect. Despite the
decrease of 1.0 Å in tip-sample distance, the average tunneling current on the
regular MgO terrace stays below IT = −0.05 nA. The resonance frequency
shift changes by 0.15 Hz with the tip-sample distance decreasing. This ex-
periment demonstrates the highly attractive interaction with an F0 center.

It has been debated in literature how color centers are imaged by FM-
DFM [230, 231] since a color center is a hole in the MgO lattice [2]. However,
no FM-DFM measurements on defined defects of the MgO surface have been
presented in literature so far. The arising question is: Why are the F0 center
so highly attractive? The attraction results from the charge density of the
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Figure 6.1: Constant height linescans across an F0 defect situated at a step
edge. The scan direction is along the step edge. The three presented channels
have been measured simultaneously. The colors indicate different tip-sample
distances. Note that the displacement of 4.5 Å has been chosen arbitrarily,
since absolute values are generally unknown in scanning probe microscopy.
The top graph shows the oscillation amplitude. The amplitude is constant
during scan process. This excludes artefacts in frequency shift. The graph
in the middle presents the tunneling current and the graph at the bottom
shows the resonance frequency shift. Data has been taken at a bias voltage
of US = −50 mV.

two electrons trapped located in the center of the defect site. Due to the
Coulomb repulsion the two electrons trapped, repel each other and spill out
of the defect site into vacuum [118]. Therefore a considerably large charge
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density is above the surface. This charge density is supposed to interact with
the tip resulting in a strong attraction, as presented in figure 6.1. Since the
doubly occupied F0 state is close to the Fermi level of the MgO/Ag(001)
system [95], the charge density is also responsible for the strong peak in the
tunneling current signal.

To gain further insights into the interaction of tip and color center pe-
riodic supercell DFT calculations at the level of the generalized gradient
approximation as implemeted in the VASP code [224, 225] have been per-
formed in the workgroup of Gianfranco Pacchioni. The Pt0.9/Ir0.1 tip has
been modeled by a tetrahedral Pt4 cluster, whose geometry has been relaxed
separately. The F0 color center has been created by removing an O atom
from the top layer of a three layer MgO slab. The structure of the slab with
the color center has been relaxed. The tip surface interaction energy has been
computed as a function of tip-sample distance of the apical Pt4 tip with re-
spect to the top layer of the MgO slab [see inset in figure 6.2(b)]. During
these calculations the separately optimized tip structure was not allowed to
relax. However, the relaxation of the MgO surface has been found to be very
small for the calculated distances where no direct contact is established. The
outward relaxation of the O anion at 3.5 Å is about 0.12 Å.

The results of the experimental distance related measurements and the
corresponding theoretical results are presented in figure 6.2(a,b) respectively.
The experimental results, as derived from figure 6.1, show a significantly
stronger interaction on top of the defect than on the regular MgO surface as
previously discussed. Note that the absolute z displacement in the experi-
mental data is not known with precision in the experiment and is supposed
to be around 4.0 Å, since the tunneling current is fairly small on the terrace.
However, the comparison of experimental and theoretical data can only be
done qualitatively since the exact shape and composition of the tip are not
known, but have a strong influence on the absolute energy value. Since the
experimental results have been highly reproducible with the same qualita-
tive behavior and the scan process did not show any contrast changes nor tip
instabilities, a metallic tip has been assumed. Due to the tip composition
of Pt0.9/Ir0.1 Pt atoms are very likely tip atoms. The frequency shift scales
with energy (compare equation 2.33), hence a qualitative agreement between
experimentally detected frequency shift [figure 6.2(a)] and the theoretical
calculations [figure 6.2(b)] is well established. The blue dotted line in figure
6.2(b) shows the interaction of the Pt4 tip with a regular oxygen site of the
MgO surface, while the red solid line represents the interaction with an F0

color center.
The interaction with a cation site is not explicitly discussed, since interac-

tion has been found to be considerably smaller. At a distance of 5.0 Å from
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Figure 6.2: (a) Resonance frequency shift of a Pt0.9/Ir0.1 tip on a regular MgO
surface (rectangles) and above an F0 defect site (crosses). Experimental data
are derived form the constant height measurements shown in figure 6.1. The
resonance frequency shift is a direct consequence resulting from potential
gradients between tip and sample. By integration the frequency shift is
related to the potential energy [61]. (b) Interaction energy of a Pt4 cluster
above the O site of a MgO surface (rectangles) and above an F0 defect center
(crosses) calculated by DFT. The insets show the spill over of the electron
charge density of an F0 center and the Pt4 cluster above the MgO surface.

the MgO surface the interaction energy with an oxygen site is nearly zero
[0.04 eV, see figure 6.2(b)] and thus significantly smaller compared with the
F0 site (0.31 eV) at 5.0 Å. With the tip-sample distance decreasing the inter-
action on both sites increase, but at the position of the defect the interaction
is more strongly attractive. For a distance of 3.5 Å the interaction energy is
0.29 eV at a regular oxygen site while at the F0 center site it is 1.15 eV. At
a distance of 2.5 Å when tip and surface are nearly in contact very strong
interactions of 1.26 eV on the oxygen site and 2.67 eV at the F0 site occur. At
this distance an electron transfer process occurs from the defect to the Pt4

cluster/tip, which becomes negatively charged (Bader analysis). The charge
transfer process is an indication of a strong overlap of wave functions from
the Pt4 cluster and the F0 center. Therefore the critical distance for the
charge transfer to happen is about 3.0 Å.

However, the attractive interaction of metal cluster/tip and defect is al-
ready sensed about 5.0 Å above the position of the defect. The minima 1.7 eV
and 4.1 eV of the interaction potential energy curves calculated for the tip-
sample interaction are located at about 2.0 Å and 1.4 Å for the oxygen site
and F0 site respectively. At closer distances the interaction rapidly becomes
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repulsive. To clarify the influence of the tip structure on the interaction po-
tential and the charge transfer a single Pd atom and an extended two layer
Pt surface representing a large flat tip have been used, and their interac-
tion potential with the MgO surface have been analyzed. The Pd atom was
chosen because of its small electron affinity ≈ 0.6 eV [232] compared with
≈ 2.5 eV [233] for a Pt4 cluster. It is obvious that the interactions for the
different tip types and structures is totally different. The qualitative feature
of a much stronger interaction with the F0 site compared with the regular
oxygen and magnesium sites is well reproduced and therefore supposed to be
a general feature of F0 centers [116]. Also for these two tips a charge transfer
occurs at about 2.5 Å. It is important to note that the DFT calculations do
not account for van-der-Waals interactions, however the chemical forces are
clearly dominant over the dispersion forces.

The reason why the defect site is imaged in the FM-DFM mode at con-
stant resonance frequency shift as a protrusion results from the difference
in gradient of the interaction potential (0.39 eV/Å as computed with the
Pt4 cluster in the interval of 3.5 to 5 Å) and the long range characteristic
of the interaction at the site of the defect. Recent calculations considered
this effect [231], but with an oxide tip which leads to a much smaller gra-
dient (0.1 eV/Å). However, they did not take electrostatic interaction into
account.

6.3 Conclusion

FM-DFM measurements supported by supercell DFT calculations show a
highly attractive tip-defect (F0) interaction which is quite long range in char-
acter. Due to the high local resolution and the used FM-DFM technique, the
attractive interaction has been detected in a direct manner. This direct man-
ner allows to probe electron trapping sites as preferred adsorption sites. The
highly attractive interaction results from charge density of the two electrons
trapped, protruding into the vacuum. The presented analysis underlines the
role of trapped charges in important adsorption, nucleation and growth pro-
cesses on surfaces.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

One of the aims of this thesis was to investigate color centers on the surface
of thin MgO films grown on Ag(001) to gain in understanding of their role
in chemical reactions on the surface. Some of the properties of the color cen-
ters have been confirmed and extended. The natural concentration of color
centers has been found to be quite low. By electron bombardment from the
tunneling junction the concentration on the surface can be increased leading
to defects preferentially located at steps, kinks and corners, since the forma-
tion energy is highly reduced at these surface sites. The charge state of the
color centers could be determined from a characteristic shift in local poten-
tial. The shift in the local potential results in a shift in the saddle of the
electrostatic tip-sample interaction. By performing local potential measure-
ments with point defect resolution for the first time the charge state of single
point defects has been analyzed by DFM. Furthermore, F2+ centers have
been identified by DFM while their defect states are indistinguishable from
divacancies by STS. The STS data of F0 and F+ centers have been confirmed
by their defect states within the MgO band gap. The experimental data have
been supported by DFT calculations and show a good correspondence.

Furthermore, the interaction of an F0 color center with a metal clus-
ter mimicked by the DFM/STM metal tip has been investigated. On top
of the defect the frequency shift as well as the tunneling current show a
strong increase in signal. By investigations at different tip-sample distances
it becomes obvious that the attractive interaction of the metal tip with the
F0 center reaches quite far into vacuum and the defect is therefore already
sensed by a metal cluster far away in comparison with the pristine MgO
surface. Thus color centers are preferred adsorption sites for metal particles.
Since the DFM is directly sensitive to forces these measurements present for
the first time a direct prove of attractive metal cluster defect interactions.
The attractive interaction trend broadly corresponds with DFT calculations.
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The calculations by Gianfranco Pacchioni show that the metal tip strongly
interacts with the two electrons trapped at the side of the defect.

The presence of the MgO layers on the Ag(001) support shifts the Ag work
function. Since the work function is supposed to be one of the key parameters
for charging adsorbates, the impact of different MgO film thicknesses on the
work function has been analyzed. By employing three different methods, one
referring to DFM and two to STM, work function shift has been observed
and found to be almost fully established within the first MgO layer. For
MgO films of 3 and 8 monolayers the work function is constant. From these
measurements it has been concluded that the work function shift results from
the interface since it is almost built up after one monolayer of MgO. Thus
these work function shift measurements support theoretical work suggesting
a reduction of the surface work function due to a decrease of the surface
dipole since the Ag electrons cannot overspill into the vacuum as strongly as
with a MgO film present.

All the measurements of the electrostatic tip-sample interaction were
based on the analysis and characterization of the electrostatic tip-sample
interaction in full parameter space. These investigations have been the start-
ing point for the work function analysis and used to gain single point defect
resolution in electrostatic force measurements.

The high real space resolution of the setup employed allows the analy-
sis of MgO bulk systems, since DFM is not limited to conducting samples.
Therefore in the future it should be possible to perform a detailed study
of color centers on bulk MgO systems. The results derived from the thin
films might be used as a reference for these measurements. The investigation
of defects on bulk MgO would be another step away from model systems
towards systems used in industry.

Another interesting possibility would be to adsorb molecules like benzene
or pentacene on MgO. Once the molecules have been imaged on the surface,
the electrostatic interaction at specific sites could be detect. Such measure-
ments might correlate charge distributions of the molecule to electrostatic
tip sample interactions.

In addition larger structures such as dislocations and domains can be
investigated and their electrostatic contribution to the interaction analyzed.
These special types of defects in the film are supposed to contribute to many
adsorption processes and therefore in chemical reactions.
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Appendix A

Abbreviations

Abbreviation Explanation
AES auger electron spectroscopy
AFM atomic force microscopy
CPD contact potential difference
DB diffusion barrier
DFM dynamic force microscopy
DFT density functional theory
ESD electron stimulated desorption
EXAFS extended x-ray-absorption fine structure
fcc face centered cubic
FM-DFM frequency modulation dynamic force microscopy
hcp hexagonal closed packed
HREELS high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
IE ionization energy
LDA local density approximation
LDOS local density of states
LEED low energy electron diffraction
LMTO linearized muffin-tin orbital (theory)
MIGS metal induced gap states
ML monolayer
NC-AFM noncontact-atomic force microscopy
STM scanning tunneling microscopy
STS scanning tunneling spectroscopy
TPD temperature programmed desorption
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UHV ultrahigh vacuum
UPS ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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